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Abstract

Linguistic and Gestural Adaptation

by

Zhichao Hu

Human conversants in dialog adjust their behavior to their conversational partner in

many ways. In terms of language, they adapt to their partners both lexically and syntac-

tically, by using the same referring expressions or sentence structure. In terms of ges-

ture, they mimic their partners’ gestural form, frequency, expanse and speed. However,

adaptation is not about simply copying dialog partners’ words, syntax, and gestures.

The process of adaptation to the partner takes place under other special constraints, e.g.

providing coherent and informative turns in conversation, expressing one’s own per-

sonality, or achieving other social and interpersonal goals. How do speakers adapt to

one another and at the same time achieve their own conversational goals?

In this thesis, we first carry out an exploratory study to show that adapting to differ-

ent linguistic features results in different style perceptions: adapting to hedges increase

perceptions of friendliness, while adapting to syntactic structures increases perceptions

of naturalness. On the basis of these results, we propose an adaptation measure that

allows us to capture and model adaptation behaviors that may orient to different levels

or types of linguistic representations, such as lexical, syntactical, or stylistic variations

in the way speakers talk. We build and compare linguistic adaptation models using our

measure with four human dialog corpora, and with different feature sets to represent

different levels of linguistic representations.

We also explore gestural adaptation on both particular gesture forms and gesture

style. We set up our experiment in the form of two virtual gents co-telling a story. We

first verify that we can express the personality of virtual agents through varying gesture

ix



parameters such as speed, height, and expanse. We then show that human subjects

prefer adaptive to nonadaptive virtual agents, where the adaptive virtual agent adapts

the gesture form and personality of their dialog partner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence research, Intelligent Virtual

Agents (IVA) are making their ways into everyday life. Automatic chatbots in cus-

tomer service center, virtual personal assistants in smartphones and smart speakers, and

embodied virtual agent companions for children and the elderly are all IVAs, and they

help us resolve issues, manage our everyday lives, and keep us company. Pew research

center reported 46% of Americans used digital voice assistants on smartphones, tablets,

or other stand-alone devices in 2017 [147]. NPR and Edison Research confirmed that

one-in-six Americans (16%) owned at least one voice-activated smart speaker, up 128%

from January 2017, in early 2018 [139].

However, intelligent virtual agents are far from perfect, and one of their most glaring

weaknesses is the lack of verbal and non-verbal adaption, because their responses are

mostly generated from a hand-crafted set of scripts. For example, when asked “set a

timer for half an hour”, most smart home agents will respond “setting a timer for 30

minutes”, using a new phrase “30 minutes” to refer to the timespan, instead of using

the same phrase as the user (“ half an hour”). Human conversation is not a matter of

following scripts, but a collaborative interaction where speakers adapt to each other’s

behaviors in order to reach a common understanding and, eventually, achieve the goal
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of the conversation. Even today’s most advanced intelligent virtual agents lack such

kind of adaptation, and this is the problem we aim to solve in this thesis.

This thesis tackles both linguistic adaption and gestural adaption. An example di-

alog exchange demonstrating both linguistic and gestural adaptation is shown in Ta-

ble 1.1. This dialog exchange is taken from the Story Dialog with Gestures Corpus

(see Section 3.5). Speaker B adapts to A linguistically by reusing the same referring

expression “teenagers” and adjective phrase “a bit bigger ”. Speaker B also adapts to

A gesturally by mimicking specific gesture forms of A’s (“Cup_Horizontal” and “Shy-

CalmShake”), as well as performing gestures using the same gestural parameters of A’s

(high gesture expanse, height, outwardness, speed and scale).

Speaker Utterance Adapted Features
A Well, (Cup_Down_alt) the no-kill shelter

also had what they called (Cup_Horizontal)
“teenagers”, which were cats around four
to six months old... a bit bigger than the
(ShyCalmShake) little kitties.

Linguistic: teenagers,
a bit bigger than
Gesture Forms:
Cup_Horizontal,
ShyCalmShake
Gesture parameters:
high gesture expanse,
height, outwardness,
speed and scale

B Oh yeah, I saw those (Cup_Horizontal)
“teenagers”. They (HandToChest_Vibrate)
weren’t exactly adults, but they were a bit (Shy-
CalmShake) bigger than the little kittens.

Table 1.1: An example dialog exchange with linguistic and gestural adaptation.

However, linguistic adaption is not about simply copying dialog partners’ words,

because too much mimicking could incur negative user interaction experience. For

example, Table 1.2 shows a prime utterance and three target utterances. The prime

utterance is from the first speaker and contains linguistic features, which the target (re-

sponse) from the other speaker can adapt to. In this example, prime contains linguistic

features such as discourse markers, referring expressions, syntax structures, and so on.

Target Type 1 and 2 show sample responses with too little or too much adaptation. Tar-

get Type 3 is the actual response to the prime utterance from the corpus with the right
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amount of adaptation (to referring expression “teenager” and adjective phrase “a bit

bigger”). The utterance conveys new information (that the speaker saw those cats too)

and adapt to the other speaker (by repeating some phrases in prime) naturally. While

in Target Type 1, very little adaptation makes the utterance rigid and unnatural: the

short response to prime’s detailed description of the cats gives an impression that the

second speaker is not engaged in the dialog. In Target Type 2, too much adaptation (to

all referring expressions in prime) makes the utterance repetitive and verbose.

Prime utterance: Well, the no-kill shelter also hadwhat they called ”teenagers”, which
were cats around four to six months old...a bit bigger than the little kitties.
Linguistic Features:
Discourse markers: well
Referring expressions: no-kill shelter, teenagers, cats around four to six months old, ...
Syntactic structures: NP->DT+JJ+NN, VP->ADJP+PP ...
Adjective phrases: a bit bigger
Target Type Target Utterance Adapted Linguistic

Features
1. Little adap-
tation

I saw them too. None

2. Too much
adaptation

Well, I saw what the no-kill shelter called
”teenagers”, cats around four to six
months old. They weren’t exactly adults,
but they were a bit bigger than the little kit-
tens.

well, no-kill shel-
ter, teenagers, cats
around four to six
months old, a bit
bigger

3. Moderate
adaptation

Oh yeah, I saw those ”teenagers”. They
weren’t exactly adults, but they were a bit
bigger than the little kittens.

teenagers, a bit bigger

Table 1.2: Linguistic adaptation example: no adaptation vs. moderate adaptation vs.
too much adaptation.

Table 1.3 shows another example taken from human dialogs in the ArtWalk Corpus

(see Section 3.1). Target Type 3 is the actual human response to the prime utterance

from the corpus. We can see that that Target Type 3 has the right amount of adaptation

(to discourse marker “okay”) and the utterance is fluent and natural. While in Target

Type 1, very little adaptation makes the utterance stiff, and in Target Type 2, too much

3



adaptation (to all four discourse markers in prime) makes the utterance unnatural.

Prime utterance: okay alright so yeah I’m looking at 123 Locust right now
Linguistic Features:
Discourse markers: okay, alright, so, yeah
Referring expressions: 123 Locust
Syntactic structures: VP->VBP+VP, VP->VBG+PP+ADVB ...
Target Type Target Utterance Adapted Lin-

guistic Features
1. Little adaptation it should be somewhere None
2. Too much adaptation okay alright so yeah it should be

somewhere
okay, alright, so,
yeah

3. Human response okay I mean it should be somewhere okay

Table 1.3: Linguistic adaptation example from ArtWalk Corpus: no adaptation vs.
moderate adaptation (human response) vs. too much adaptation.

Gestural adaptation is even less explored in intelligent virtual agents. The most

primitive method of gestural adaptation is copying the dialog partner’s gesture forms.

However, mimicking dialog partner’s gesture forms is only part of the story. A more

natural method of gestural adaptation is to determine gesture features, such as rate,

speed, scale, and expanse, according to dialog partner’s style such as personality. For

instance, Table 1.4 shows a prime utterance by an extraverted speaker taken from the

Story Dialogs with Gesture Corpus (see Section 3.5). The utterance has high gesture

rate (3 gestures performed: Cup_Down_alt, Cup_Horizontal, ShyCalmShake) with ex-

traversion gesture parameters: high values for gesture expanse, height, outwardness,

speed, and scale. A target utterance with no adaptation results in Target Type 1, which

portrays an introverted agent that uses different gesture forms when referring to the

same entities (“teenagers” and “little kittens”) with small, low, inward, and slow ges-

tures. A response like Target Type 1 lacks the sense of interaction. Adapting to only

gesture forms (Target Type 2) still results in personality mismatch: an outgoing context

with a reserved response. Adapting to both gesture form and parameters creates a most

suitable response.

4



Prime Utterance:
Well, (Cup_Down_alt) the no-kill shelter also had what they called (Cup_Horizontal)
“teenagers”, which were cats around four to six months old... a bit bigger than the
(ShyCalmShake) little kitties.
Gestural Parameters:
Extraversion gestural parameters: high gesture expanse, height, outwardness, speed,
and scale
Target Type Utterance Gestural Parameters
1. No adaptation Oh yeah, I saw those (Side-

Out_vibrate) “teenagers”. They
weren’t exactly adults, but they were
a bit (SideOut1) bigger than the
little kittens.

Introversion parameters:
low gesture expanse,
height, outwardness,
speed and scale

2. Adapting only
to gesture forms

Oh yeah, I saw those
(Cup_Horizontal) “teenagers”.
They weren’t exactly adults, but they
were a bit (ShyCalmShake) bigger
than the little kittens.

Introversion parameters:
low gesture expanse,
height, outwardness,
speed and scale

3. Adapting to
gesture forms
and parameters

Oh yeah, I saw those
(Cup_Horizontal) “teenagers”.
They (HandToChest_Vibrate)
weren’t exactly adults, but they were
a bit (ShyCalmShake) bigger than
the little kittens.

Extraversion parameters:
high gesture expanse,
height, outwardness,
speed and scale

Table 1.4: Gestural adaptation example: no adaptation vs. adapting only on gestural
forms vs. adapting on gestural forms and parameters.

In this thesis, we propose a vector-based adaptation framework that controls adap-

tation to linguistic and gestural features in both verbal and non-verbal interaction. We

aim to build adaptation models in forms of vectors, which can be used to produce the

right amount of adaptation in natural language generation and gesture generation. We

believe the amount of linguistic adaptation differs across feature sets, such as refer-

ring expressions, discourse markers and syntactical structures. To produce a natural

adaptation behavior, a language generator needs to satisfy adaptation constraints from

different feature sets. Thus, we aim to learn models of adaptation from human dialogs

and store adaptation model of each feature set in a vector. The learned vector of adap-
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tation model can be used to control adaptation behavior in natural language generation

(NLG). We discuss ways of applying learned adaptation models in various NLG archi-

tectures. However, the application of such models in NLG is outside the scope of the

thesis.

We first set up experiments to explore various linguistic feature sets that can be con-

sidered for adaptation, as well as understand the effect of adapting to different linguistic

features. Adapting to different linguistic features results in different style perceptions.

In an exploratory study, we show that adapting to hedges increases perceptions of friend-

liness, while adapting to syntactic structure increases perceptions of naturalness. On the

basis of those results, we propose an adaptation measure that aims to reflect different

adaptation models of feature sets that describe certain linguistic styles, such as person-

ality traits. We then build and compare adaptation models using four human dialog

corpora. Our learned models can be integrated into various natural language gener-

ation architectures, such as overgenerate and rank, statistical parameterized methods,

and natural language generation using neural networks.

As shown in Table 1.4, gestural adaptation should include not only copying of par-

ticular gesture forms, but also mimicry of personality, through the expression of ges-

tural parameters, such as gesture rate, expanse, height, outwardness, speed and scale.

Following our adaptation framework, we aim to control gestural adaptation through a

vector of gestural parameters. However, unlike linguistic adaptation, dialog corpora

annotated with co-speech gestures are not widely available. Instead of measuring ges-

tural parameters and identifying gesture forms from human dialogs, we experiment with

values from literature and human annotations. We first carry out experiments to verify

whether our parameters values communicate desired personality. On the basis of those

results, we experiment on gestural adaptation.

We set up our experiment in the form of two virtual agents co-telling a story and
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conduct two experiments using four different dialogic stories. We first verify that we

can express the personalities of virtual agents on the extraversion scale through gestures,

regardless of agent gender and the story they are telling. We then show that human

subjects prefer adaptive to nonadaptive virtual agents, where the adaptive virtual agent

adapts the gesture form and personality to their dialog partner. Our studies support that

determining gesture features according to the dialog partner’s personality could play an

important role in gestural adaptation, and we hope they can motivate further studies in

this area.

1.1 Motivation

There is substantial evidence that human conversants adjust their behavior to their

conversational partner, either due to priming [164], or beliefs about their partner’s knowl-

edge and understanding [39, 86, 185], or to serve social goals such as communicating

liking or to show distance [34, 66]. Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs state that participants in

a conversation are mutually responsible for establishing what the speaker meant. One

part of that process involves speakers and addressees work together in the making of a

definite reference [40]. Chartrand and Bargh argue that the tendency to adopt the be-

haviors, postures, or mannerisms of interaction partners might have played an important

role in human evolution by allowing individuals to maintain harmonious relationships

with fellow group members [34].

Conversants lexically adapt or align to particular ways of referring to the same ob-

ject [22], even when their partner is a computer agent [18, 21]. Stoyanchev and Stent

states that users adapt to the system’s choice of time form: e.g. four o’clock vs. four in

the morning [167]. Parent and Eskenazi shows that users adapt their vocabulary to the

dialog system’s, in terms of distribution of words [141]. Individuals also adapt to each

other’s non-content speech features, such as segmental phonology and other dialect fea-
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tures, speech rates, pause and utterance lengths [41]. Willemyns et al. shows adaptation

to the accent of the interviewer in a job interview setting [187].

Conversants mimic their interaction partners’ postures, mannerisms, facial expres-

sions and other behaviors unconsciously [34]. They also mimic each other’s co-speech

gestures in face-to-face dialogs under a task-oriented setting [81]. Experiments have

also shown that the copying of hand gestures is driven by representations at the concep-

tual level [124].

Studies have shown that adaptation measures are correlated with task success [154],

dialog naturalness [132], user satisfaction [149] and learning gains [183], and that so-

cial variables such as power effect the directionality of adaptation [45]. There is also

evidence that people prefer virtual agents that align with human behavior, such as by

mimicking head movements [8, 156] or speech style [125], and human attraction to

a virtual agent is increased when the agent adapts its personality to the human over

time rather than maintaining a consistently similar personality [125]. When creating

character-based interactive systems, researchers put a tremendous amount of effort into

making an intelligent virtual agent more human-like. However, a majority of these ef-

forts are put into creating handcrafted virtual agent behaviors, which are inflexible and

not scalable. Recently, as the effects of linguistic and gestural adaptation have become

clearer, it is obvious that just replaying existing handcrafted behaviors is not enough

and being able to dynamically adapt to users is a key part of successful dialogs.

The other missing piece of the story is the constraints of expressing speakers’ own

linguistic styles. Every person is a unique individual with their unique patterns for ver-

bal and non-verbal expression as well as adaptation. However, when interacting with

others, people make inferences that generalize from specific behaviors to explanations

for those behaviors in terms of dispositional traits [135]. The Big Five theory of person-

ality is one theory that attempts to explain such inferences. It assumes that the consistent
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patterns that color individual behavior, feeling, and thinking across different situations,

can be described in terms of trait adjectives, such as sociable, shy, trustworthy, disor-

ganized or imaginative [120, 137].

Previous research suggests that personality traits are useful as a basis for model-

ing Intelligent Virtual Agents (IVAs) for a wide range of applications [15, 77, 79, 97,

172]. Many findings about how people perceive other humans appear to carry over

to their perceptions of IVAs [4, 53, 125, 136, 159]. Human users are more engaged

and thus learn more when interacting with characters endowed with personality, and a

character’s personality, surprisingly, affects users’ perceptions of the system’s compe-

tence [171, 179]. Recent experiments show that the Big Five theory is a useful basis

for multi-modal integration of nonverbal and linguistic behavior [104, 116], and that

automatically generated variations in personality are perceived as intended [115, 127,

128].

Previous research has attempted to integrate linguistic adaptation with natural lan-

guage generation. Isard, Brockmann, and Oberlander use n-gram models to generate

dialogs between pairs of agents with personality and adaptation [87]. Buschmeier,

Bergmann, and Kopp introduces the alignment-capable microplanner SPUD prime that

models adaptation to lexical and syntactical features using activation functions [28, 29]

Dušek and Jurčı́ček generate responses adapting to users’ utterances with recurrent neu-

ral network and an n-gram ranker [48]. They prepend the user utterance to the respond-

ing dialog act and feed into the encoder. However, these methods have no explicit

parameter control, and the outputs are often evaluated by computational method rather

than human perception.

Moreover, adaptation is not simple mimicking. The process of adaptation takes

place under other special constraints, e.g. providing coherent and informative turns in

conversation, expressing one’s own personalities, or achieving other social and interper-
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sonal goals. When implementing dynamic adaptation in natural language generation,

we need to take these constraints into account. A sensible approach is to measure adap-

tation in human dialogs, and use models produced by these measures to control adapta-

tion behaviors. Recent measures of linguistic adaptation fall into three categories [188]:

probabilistic measures, document similarity measures, and repetition decay measures.

• Probabilistic measures: these measures compute the probability of a single lin-

guistic feature appearing in the target after its appearance in the prime. Some

measures in this category focus more on comparing adaptation amongst features

and do not handle turn by turn adaptation [37, 166]. Moreover, these measures

produce scores for individual features, which need aggregation to reflect overall

adaptivity [43, 45].

• Document similarity measures: these measures calculate the similarity between

prime and target by measuring the number of features that appear in both prime

and target, normalized by the size of the two text sets [180]. Both probabilis-

tic measures and document similarity measures require the whole dialog to be

complete before they can be calculated.

• Repetition decay measures: these measures observe the decay rate of repetition

probability of linguistic features. Previous work has fit the probability of lin-

guistic feature repetition decrease with the distance between prime and target in

logarithmic decay models [152, 153, 155], linear decay models [182], and expo-

nential decay models [148].

However, a majority of these measures are descriptive and not useful for controlling

adaptation behaviors in natural language generation. Moreover, these measures often

focus on single linguistic features. Controlling adaptation behavior on single features
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is not enough to satisfy special constraints of adaptation, such as expressing one’s per-

sonality. Personality is not expressed through a single linguistic feature. Studies have

shown that extraversion is positively correlated with a number of Linguistic Inquiry and

Word Count (LIWC) features, such as frequency of swear words and positive feeling

words [116]. In summary, we need an adaptation measure that (1) produces models

that can be used to control adaptation in natural language generation, and (2) models

adaptation on a set of linguistic features.

Finally, much previous work has proven gestural adaptation to be real and useful.

Tolins et al. show that in a face-to-face dialog, gestures of two extraverted speakers

move together towards a more extraverted personality [177]. Luo, Ng-Thow-Hing, and

Neff demonstrate that users have preference for motions similar to their own in com-

puter agents [113]. However, no previous work has implemented nor evaluated gestural

adaptation systematically in dialogs.

1.2 Linguistic Adaptation

We first describe our exploratory study on natural language generation with adap-

tation to features, such as referring expressions, pragmatic markers and syntactic struc-

tures. Our system Personage-primed, discussed in Section 4.1.1, has the ability to adapt

on all or any of the combinations of the adaptation features. In Section 4.1.2, we present

a method of testing human perceptions on (1) adapted utterances with different feature

combinations, (2) an utterance without adaptation, and (3) a random human utterance

that has the same meaning. Human participants are asked to do surveys, in which, given

the context of the utterance, they rank a subset of those utterances on both naturalness

and friendliness. The results in Section 4.1.3 show that human judgments of natural-

ness are distinct from friendliness: adapting on a user’s hedges increase perceptions of

friendliness while reducing naturalness, while adapting on user’s referring expressions,
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syntactic template selection and tense/modal choices increase perceptions of both nat-

uralness and friendliness.

We then propose an algorithm for adaptive natural language generation for dialog

that integrates the predictions of both personality theories and adaptation theories. Nat-

ural language generators need to operate as a dialog unfolds on a turn-by-turn basis, thus

the requirements for a model of adaptation are different from those for simplymeasuring

adaptation. Another challenge is that dialogs exhibit many different types of linguistic

features, any or all of which, in principle, could be adapted. Previous work has often

focused on individual features when measuring adaptation, and referring expressions

have often been the focus, but the conversants in the dialog in Figure 3.1 from the Art-

Walk Corpus appear to be adapting to the discourse marker okay in D98 and F98, the

hedge kinda like in D100 and F100, and to the adjectival phrase like a vase in D101.

We present a method to learn an adaptation model from a corpus that can be applied

to any segment of a dialog as the dialog unfolds, and which can model any possible

subset of linguistic features. We show that, by focusing our adaptationmodel on features

correlated with personality, we can learn how to control an adaptive NLG that expresses

personality. We apply our method to multiple corpora to investigate how the dialog

situation and speaker roles affect the level and type of adaptation to the other speaker.

We show that:

• The models for adaptation depend on the feature set used;

• Different conversational situations can have different adaptation models;

• The level of adaptation varies according to which speaker has the initiative;

• The degree of adaptation varies over the course of a dialog.

DAS scores calculated using human dialogs can be expressed in a vector formwhere

each dimension contains the DAS score for a linguistic feature set. This DAS vector
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can be used as an adaptation model in various natural language generation architectures

to control the amount of adaptation. In overgenerate and rank, the system can calculate

a DAS score for each response, rank all possible responses by the distance between its

DAS score and the adaptation model. The best response is the one with the smallest dis-

tance to the adaptation model. In statistical parameterized natural language generation,

DAS scores can be used as probability based parameters. In natural language generation

using neural networks, our adaptation model can be encoded into the context vector.

1.3 Gestural Adaptation

To explore our framework of gesture adaptation, we use a gesture synthesis system

built on top of the Dynamic Animation and Control Environment (DANCE) [165] as

our simulation platform, and constructed an experiment stimulus, in which two IVAs

collaboratively tell a story. Our stories come from a weblog corpus of monologic per-

sonal narratives [71] whose content has been regenerated as dialogs to support story

co-telling. Example dialogs from the four we use in our experiments are provided in

Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.13 in Sec. 3.5. These dialogs have a fixed linguistic representa-

tion and use oral language, discourse markers, shorter sentences, and repetitions and

confirmations between speakers, as well as techniques to make the story sound like the

two speakers experienced the event together. Our aim is to mimic the finding that story-

telling in the wild is naturally conversational [170, 173, 174], e.g. Thorne’s work shows

that the style of oral storytelling among friends varies depending on their personalities

[173].

In the stimuli, we vary (1) virtual agent personality through gestural parameters of

gesture rate, speed, expanse and form; (2) whether the agents adapt to one another’s

gestures in gesture rate, speed, expanse and form and use of specific gestures. We aim

to test the effect of, and interaction between, these variations with human perceptual
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experiments and report our results. We carry out two experiments. In the personality

experiment, we aim to have subjects perceive the two virtual agents as having the de-

signed personality expressed through a vector of gesture parameters. In the gestural

adaptation experiment, we aim to determine whether subjects’ prefer adaptive vs. non-

adaptive agents. Our results show that agents intended to be extraverted or introverted

are perceived as such, and that subjects prefer adaptive stories.

1.4 Contributions

This thesis proposes an adaptation framework for linguistic and gestural adapta-

tion. We aim to build adaptation models in forms of vectors, which can be used to

produce natural adaptation behavior in virtual agents. Through a series of experiments,

we explore how to build such models in linguistic adaptation, and test the effects of our

gestural adaptation models. The contributions of this thesis are:

• We build a natural language generator, Personage-primed, with linguistic adap-

tation capability on any combination of linguistic features. Using Personage-

primed, we perform exploratory experiments to evaluate all possible combina-

tions of adaptation in a particular discourse context in order to test whether some

types of adaptation are preferred, either because theymake the utterancemore nat-

ural, or because humans perceive the system as more friendly. Our experimental

results suggest that human judgments of naturalness are distinct from friendli-

ness: adapting to a user’s hedges increases perceptions of friendliness while re-

ducing naturalness, while adapting to user’s referring expressions, syntactic tem-

plate selection, and tense/modal choices increase perceptions of both naturalness

and friendliness.

• Wepropose ameasure of linguistic adaptation, theDialogAdaptation Score (DAS).
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DAS can model any possible subset of linguistic features and can be applied on

a turn by turn basis to any segment of dialog as the dialog unfolds. We first show

that DAS meets criteria for validity. We then apply DAS to four dialog corpora

and show that adaptation varies according to corpora and task, speaker, and the

set of features used to model it. We also show that we can model adaptation with

high level personality features and that we can produce fine-grained models ac-

cording to the dialog segmentation or the speaker. Adaptation models learned

using DAS can be used in both rule-based and machine learning natural language

generation with adaptation.

• We explore the expression of personality and adaptivity through the gestures of

virtual agents in a storytelling task. We conduct two experiments using four dif-

ferent dialogic stories. Wemanipulate agent personality on the extraversion scale,

whether the agents adapt to one another in their gestural performance and agent

gender. Our results show that subjects are able to perceive the intended variation

in extraversion between different virtual agents, independently of the story they

are telling and the gender of the agent. A second study shows that subjects also

prefer adaptive to nonadaptive virtual agents.

In the rest of this thesis, we discuss previous work on linguistic adaptation, ges-

ture adaptation and personality in Chapter 2; Chapter 3 introduces datasets; Chapter

4 presents our work in implementing, evaluating and measuring linguistic adaptation;

Chapter 5 presents our work in implementing and evaluating gestural adaptation. Chap-

ter 6 concludes and describes future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this section, we first introduce studies about partner adaptation and theories of

adaptation, in which we give evidence for both linguistic and gestural adaptation. Sec-

ond, we review previous work on measuring linguistic adaptation. Third, we discuss

adaptation in current natural language generation systems. Fourth, we summarize the-

ories and studies of personality and the relationship between personality and gesture.

Finally, we discuss recent work about gesture adaptation and generation.

2.1 Partner Adaptation and Theories of Adaptation

The collaborative theory of language use [22, 38–40, 58–60, 86, 162–164, 186] is

largely supported by previous research on human communication. This theory states

that speakers adjust their behavior based on their beliefs about their conversation part-

ner’s knowledge and understanding. Research shows that speaker lexically adapt to

each other’s ways of referring to things [22, 86, 123], adjust to dialog partner’s linguis-

tic style [134], and use of function words [44, 85]. This phenomenon is also referred to

as linguistic alignment, entrainment, adaptation, or accommodation [132].

However, over accommodation happens when conversants produce behaviors based
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on stereotypes of their partners, which leads to negative perceptions. For example, us-

ing baby talk when conversing with the elderly [160]. On the other hand, although

some speech behaviors are predicted to show accommodation, research has suggested

otherwise. For example, Heinz shows that the rate and style (overlapping versus non-

overlapping) of backchannels, which vary cross-culturally, does not show the conver-

gence pattern expected [78].

Communication accommodation theory [66] proposes that conversants in a dialog

mimic their partner’s behaviors in order to achieve social goals, such as showing lik-

ing. Speakers mimic each other’s speech accent, speech rate, pause length, utterance

length, and lexical diversity [41, 187]. Jurafsky, Ranganath, and McFarland shows that

friendlier and less-awkward participants in a speed-dating setting were more likely to

use collaborative techniques, such as the use of questions and laughter [89]. Gueguen,

Jacob, andMartin shows that women who mimicked men’s verbal expressions and non-

verbal behaviors were liked more [76]. A computer animated agent who mimicked the

user’s headmovements increases the persuasiveness of the message and the liking of the

agent [9]. In terms of personality adaptation, a widely claimed effect is similarity attrac-

tion [30], which suggests that people like others with personalities similar to their own.

Similarity-attraction would predict that a virtual agent with personality which matches

the user’s will be preferred. However, other research has shown that in some situations,

adaptation is not necessarily related to liking. Niederhoffer and Pennebaker shows that

in a study of spontaneous writing, although participants matched each other’s linguistic

styles across conversations, they did not necessarily like each other more [134].

The collaborative theory of language use and communication accommodation the-

ory both suggest that at least some communicative behavior will vary based on partner

specificity. Although both theories are based on audio data primarily, we believe that

both theories will easily expend into the gestural domain. In terms of the collaborative
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theory of language use, we propose that speakers adapt to each other’s gestures in con-

versations; in terms of accommodation theory, we propose that conversants in a dialog

mimic their partner’s gestures in hope to create a positive interaction experience.

Previous research has shown strong evidence that gestural adaptation does occur,

and that is had positive communicative effects. Rizzolatti and Arbib shows that mir-

ror neurons in the brain activate when observers view others performing actions [158].

Although mirror neuron research began with monkeys, experiments with humans have

also shown the existence of mirror neurons [1]. Viewing gestures result in brain effects

that are predicted to be beneficial on communication [55, 84].

Kimbara carries out experiments where participants collaborated on retelling a story

to a listener. Participants producedmore similar hand gestures when they could see each

other than when they could not [93]. The results of this experiments provide evidence

that conversants in a face to face dialog adapt to each other’s gestures when express-

ing similar contents. However, as Kimbara points out, the study only looks at iconic

gestures. Thus, it remains unclear whether other types of gestures, such as beat and

metaphoric gestures, also show signs of adaptation.Parrill and Kimbara shows that par-

ticipants who observed conversants using gestural mimicry were mote likely to reuse

those gestures when retelling video clips, than participants that observed conversants

who did not use gestural mimicry [142]. Participants who heard word mimicry were

also more likely to reuse mimicked works. However, Parrill and Kimbara shows that

mimicked words and mimicked gestures were independent of each other. Researchers

believe that adaptation (entrainment, alignment, convergence) occurs beneath conscious

awareness [18, 142].

Taken together, research strongly supports the theory of communicative adaptation

in both verbal and non-verbal behaviors. A computer agent without the ability to adapt

would be behaving in a noticeably non-human way.
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2.2 Measuring Lexical Adaptation

Measures of linguistic adaptation fall into three categories: probabilistic measures,

repetition decay measures, and document similarity measures [188]. When measuring

linguistic adaptation, both methods divide documents into “prime” and “target” part, in

which the prime part contains linguistic features that the target part may adapt on.

Probabilistic measures compute the probability of a single linguistic feature appear-

ing in the target after its appearance in the prime. Some measures in this category focus

more on comparing adaptation amongst features and do not handle turn by turn adapta-

tion [37, 166]. Moreover, these measures produce scores for individual features, which

need aggregation to reflect overall adaptivity [43, 45]. Probabilistic measures aim to

find out (1) whether or not adaptation happens, and (2) what type of features are more

likely to be adapted. Probabilistic measures require the whole dialog to be complete

before they can be calculated.

Church’s [37] method for measuring lexical adaptation in text determines whether

the appearance of a lexical feature in the prime portion of a document affects the like-

lihood of its appearance in the target portion. For each feature in a corpus, this method

counts how many of the documents contain the feature: (a) in the priming portion only,

(b) in the target portion only, (c) in both portions, and (d) in neither portion. The method

computes the probability of positive adaptation as c
a+c

, compared with a prior probabil-

ity a+c
a+b+c+d

. Church applied this method to a corpus of text, taking the first half of a

document as the priming portion and the second half as the target portion. Results show

that positive lexical adaptation does occur, and content words have stronger adaptation

than function words.

Dubey et al. [47] use Church’s method, and evaluate adaptation for some of the

syntactic features annotated in the Brown corpus and the Switchboard corpus. Their

results show positive adaptation for each of the syntactic structures they test.
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Stenchikova and Stent [166] differ partner adaptation (adaptation to conversational

partner) and recency adaptation (adaptation to the local dialog content), and measure

both adaptation ratio and strength by using the frequency of occurrence of prime and

target features rather than merely its presence or absence. They define the adaptation

ratio for a certain feature as +adapt/chance, in which chance is the probability of a

feature co-occurring in prime and target by chance, and +adapt is the probability of

positive adaptation (the probability that the features occurs in target given it occurs

in prime). They define the adaptation strength for a certain feature using a distance

measure. The distance is the difference between a feature’s frequency in target and

average (mid-point) frequency of prime and baseline frequency. They consider a feature

to be adapted in a pair of dialogs if the target frequency is closer to that of prime than

baseline. The measuring results on the Maptask Corpus [2] show that for syntactic

features, recency adaptation is stronger than partner adaptation.

Repetition decay measures observe the decay rate of the repetition probability of

linguistic features. Previous work has fit the probability of linguistic feature repetition

decrease with the distance between prime and target in logarithmic decay models [152,

153, 155], linear decay models [182], and exponential decay models [148].

Reitter et al. [153] model priming of syntactic rules in the Maptask corpus (task-

oriented dialogs) and Switchboard corpus (spontaneous conversations). Every pair of

two equal syntactic rules is considered to be a potential case of adaptation if it is within

a predefined maximal distances (15 seconds). They use generalized linear mixed effects

regression models to show that priming exists, and to predict the decline of repetition

probability with increasing distance between prime and target and depending on other

variables. Their results show that speakers are more receptive to priming from their

interlocutor in task-oriented dialog than in spontaneous conversation. Low-frequency

syntactic rules are more likely to show priming.
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Ward and Litman [182] use a corpus of human-human tutoring transcripts [105]

to measure adaptation. In these tutoring sessions, a human tutor presents a problem

in qualitative physics to a student, who answers it in essay form. The tutor examines

this essay, identifies flaws in it, and engages the student in a tutorial dialog to remediate

those flaws. They also create a corpus of randomized tutoring dialogs from the previous

corpus by leaving tutor utterances in the original positions, while randomizing the order

of the student utterances. Similar to Reitter et al., they define the next N student turns as

a window, look for lexical priming inside the window, and then count the target distance

and frequency. Linear regression is used to determine the relationship between distance

from the prime and lexical repetition count. Their measures discriminate randomized

from naturally ordered data, and demonstrate both lexical and acoustic/prosodic con-

vergence.

Pietsch et al. [148] also use the Switchboard corpus and MapTask corpus. Similar

to Reitter et al., they also measure the temporal distance between the occurrence of

adjacent syntactic features. Their null hypothesis is a random distribution, described as

a Poisson process, where the distances are exponentially distributed: p(x) = λ0e
−λ0x

(λ0 is the frequency of the feature within the corpus, p(x) is the expected frequency of

seeing the next instance of the feature at exactly distancex). They compare this expected

distribution of distances to the actual distribution, where the actual distribution is fitted

in an exponential curve with decay parameter λ. They interpret the ratio r = λ
λ0
as the

strength of priming: the more the fitted parameter deviates from the expected one, the

more skewed is the distribution. Their results show that λ is larger than its expected

value, which is the feature’s frequency. The effect appears to be larger for rare features.

Document Similarity measures originate from information retrieval. The measures

calculate the similarity between prime and target. Based on Fusaroli et al. [64], Wang,

Reitter, and Yen [180] measure the number of features that appear in both prime and
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target, normalized by the size of the two text sets. They create two kinds of prime-

target pairs using online health forum threads: posts within thread vs. posts in different

threads. They observe adaptation at lexical and syntactic levels, as well as decay of

adaptation value as the post distance increases. Document similarity measures also

require the whole dialog to be complete before they can be calculated.

2.3 Adaptation in Natural Language Generation

As a natural phenomenon in conversations, adaptation is also taken into account in

various natural language generation systems to achieve better generation results.

Jong et al. [46] presents an approach that focuses on affective language use for align-

ing specifically to user’s politeness and formality. Brockman et al. [26] illustrates a

model in which alignment is simulated using word sequences alone. An extension of

this work in Isard et al. [87] simulates both personality and alignment in dialog between

pairs of agents with the CrAg-2 language generation system. The system generates a

dialog between two agents discussing a film. Its natural language realizer takes as input

a logical form, and outputs numerous generated utterances which are ranked using one

or more language models. However, their underlying method has no explicit parameter

control.

Further extension of Isard, Brockmann, and Oberlander’s work by Gill et al. [69]

also use the CrAg-2 language generation system [87], which provide a framework for

generating dialogs between two computer characters discussing a movie. Within CrAg-

2, linguistic personality and alignment are modeled using the OpenNLP CGG Library

(OpenCGG) natural language realizer [184]. Language models are trained on a cor-

pus of weblogs from authors of known personality. Alignment is modeled via cache

language models (CLMs): for each utterance to be generated, a language model is com-

puted based on the utterance that was generated immediately before it. They exam-
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ine how accurately judges can perceive character personality from short, automatically

generated dialogs, and how alignment alters judge perceptions of the characters’ re-

lationship. They find that the personality perception of the dialogs is consistent with

perceptions of human behavior, but the introduction of alignment leads to negative per-

ceptions of the dialogs and the interlocutors’ relationship. A follow up evaluation study

of the perceptions of different forms of alignment in the dialogs reveals that while sim-

ilarity at polarity, topic and construction levels is viewed positively, similarity at the

word level is regarded negatively.

Buschmeier et al. [28, 29] introduced the alignment-capable microplanner SPUD

prime. SPUD prime is a computational model for language generation in dialog that

focuses heavily on relevant psycholinguistic and cognitive aspects of the interactive

alignment model. Their system is driven by a method of activating relevant rules in a

detailed contextual model according to user behavior during a dialog. They adopt an

idealized view, in which priming of linguistic structures results from two basic acti-

vation mechanisms: temporary activation (increase abruptly and then decrease slowly

over time until it reaches zero again) and permanent activation (increase by a certain

quantity and then maintain the new level). Part of the activation functions originates

from the repetition decay model from Reitter [152]. However, the parameters are not

learned from real data. Repetition decay models do well in statistical parameterized

NLG, but are hard to apply to overgenerate and rank NLG. They use an exponential

decay to model temporary activation and a modified exponential saturation function

to model permanent activation. A combined model is built for a model of alignment.

SPUD carries out microplanning tasks including lexical choice, syntactic choice, refer-

ring expression generation and aggregation. Although the underlying system seems to

be capable of producing both syntactic and lexical alignment, it is evaluated for accurate

representation of lexical alignment in a corpus of dialogs from a controlled experiment.
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Dušek and Jurčı́ček [48] present a natural language generation system generator

based on recurrent neural networks and the sequence-to-sequence approach. The system

is able to generate responses adapting to previous context in a bus information system

domain using previous context and response dialog act as input. They use an n-gram

match ranker that promotes those outputs that have phrases overlapping the context. The

generation results are evaluated using both automatic metrics and human evaluation.

However, the BLEU and NIST scores are lower than the baseline (context not used)

without the n-gram rankers.

2.4 Theories and Studies of Personality and Gesture

Over the last fifty years the Big Five theory has become a standard in psychology.

There is significant evidence that personality traits are both real and useful. Research

has shown that: (1) individual differences in self-reported traits are significantly asso-

ciated with trait-consistent behavioral trends when behavior is aggregated across situ-

ations; (2) traits are powerful predictors of important life outcomes; (3) individual dif-

ferences in traits show substantial longitudinal consistency; (4) traits are significantly

heritable; and (5) traits appear to be complexly linked to specific brain processes (e.g.,

the amygdala, prefrontal cortex) and to certain neurotransmitters (e.g., dopamine) [119].

From a computational perspective, the correlations that have been systematically docu-

mented between a wide range of verbal and nonverbal behaviors and the Big Five traits

are incredibly useful [63, 80, 120, 137, 145]. Recent work has used these findings to

develop rule-based personality models for Big Five traits and apply them on a natural

language generator. Results to date suggest that perceptions of agreeableness, neuroti-

cism, and extraversion are easier to model, whereas conscientiousness and openness to

experience are more difficult.

In the aspect of nonverbal expression of personality, a summary for the extraver-
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Parameters Introvert Findings Extravert Findings
Body attitude backward leaning, turning away forward leaning
Gesture amplitude narrow wide, broad
Gesture direction inward, self-contact outward, table-plane and horizontal spreading gesture
Gesture rate low high

more movements of head, hands and legs
Gesture speed, re-
sponse time

slow fast, quick

Gesture connection low smoothness, rhythm disturbance smooth, fluent
Body part head tilt, shoulder erect, chest forward, limbs spread,

elbows away from body, hands away from body, legs
apart, legs leaning, bouncing, shaking of legs

Table 2.1: The gestural correlates of extraversion.

Parameters Low-neurotic Findings Neurotic Findings
Body attitude more movement and more smooth

movement
more posture changes, less relaxed posture, more for-
ward lean with self reported anxiety

Gesture length shorter gestures
Gesture direction fewer other directed gestures, also self references, fewer

outward gestures
Gesture rate short unfilled pauses, fewer filled

pauses
high activity level, long unfilled pauses, more filled
pauses

Gesture speed, re-
sponse time

more uniform velocity more variation in gesture velocities, longer pauses be-
fore responding

Gesture connection pauses for longer duration during speech, longer pauses
before responding

Body part head lowering, more gaze aversion with self reported
anxiety, less eye contact with interviewer for higher
anxiety

Other features more self touch, greater distance from others

Table 2.2: The gestural correlates of neuroticism.

sion trait is shown in Table 2.1. Postural and gestural styles are linked to personality,

attitude and status in relationships [88, 121]. The position of the head and trunk are

the most visually salient indicators of status and attitude (body attitude in Table 2.1);

leaning forward communicates a relatively positive attitude to the interlocutor whereas

leaning backward or turning away communicates a more negative attitude. Leaning the

torso forward is also positively correlated with extraversion [104]. Frank argues that ex-

traverts amplify a sense of space by moving the upper body (chest and limbs) forward

whereas introverts maintain a more vertical orientation [62].

Several studies have shown that gestural expansiveness and range of movement

(gesture amplitude and direction in Table 2.1) is positively correlated with extraver-

sion [7, 20]. Specifically extraversion is positively correlated to factors like “expan-
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Parameters Low-agreeable Findings Agreeable Findings
Body attitude closed posture open, leaning forward, open posture
Gesture amplitude open
Gesture length shorter gestures longer gestures
Gesture direction more sagittal plane gestures, more ag-

gressive gestures at other
more horizontal plane gestures, more posi-
tive/supporting gestures at other

Gesture speed, re-
sponse time

ease-in (accelerate towards end),
starts and stops

even (ease-in, ease-out)

Gesture connection many pauses few pauses
Gesture form more palm vertical (hand pointed for-

ward), or palm down; more negative
form gestures (e.g. wipes, dismiss)

more palm up, or palm towards subject with hand
pointed up, fewer negative form gestures.

Body part decreased nods increased nods

Table 2.3: The gestural correlates of agreeableness.

sive”, “broad gestures”, “elbows away from body”, “hands away from body”, and “legs

far apart while standing” [96, 104, 157]. Gesture direction is also important. Argyle [7]

states that introverts use fewer outward directed gestures and touch themselves more.

North [138] indicates that extraverts likely show a significant number of table plane and

horizontal spreading gestures. Takala’s analysis [169] supports the hypothesis that in-

troverts usemore inward directedmovements in the horizontal dimension and extraverts

more outward directed movements. Furthermore, movements directed away from the

person could be an indication of aggressiveness, while inward directed shifts indicate

passiveness.

Extraverts are found to be more energetic or have more physical strength, and higher

gesture rates, while the gestures of introverts persist more [7, 20, 67, 96, 104]. A num-

ber of studies have examined the temporal properties of gestures (gesture rate, speed,

response time and connection in Table 2.1) [96, 157]. Extraverts tend to have faster

speech, which leads to higher gesture rates due to the correlation between speech and

gesture. This has been experimentally demonstrated by Lippa [104]. Brebner [20] also

found differences between introverts and extraverts in speed and frequency of move-

ment. Extraverts not only behave in amore rapidmanner than introverts, the time to first

response, or the response latency, is shorter as well. Results related to the smoothness

and rhythm of gesture suggest that introversion is negatively correlated with smoothness
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and positively correlated with rhythm disturbance [104, 157, 169].

Other research discusses extraversion and its relation to particular body parts in

gesturing (body part in Table 2.1). Knapp [96] mentions more leg lean for an ambi-

tious personality. Experiments by Riggio [157] suggest extraverts have more “body

emphasis”, defined as more head movements, more parallel gestures of the hands, more

movement of the legs (position, bouncing, shaking) and more posture shifts. Besides

using broad gestures, Lippa [104] also found that extraverts use most of their body when

gesturing, tend to tilt their heads and raise their shoulders. Extraverts are universally

believed to maintain more eye contact, and a positive correlation between eye contact,

shoulder orientation, leg orientation, and body orientation indicates extraversion [121].

In addition, findings indicate that spatial behavior differs for extraverts [7, 138], e.g. ex-

traverts stand closer to others, either because of greater tolerance for a close interaction

distance, or because of high individual confidence, self-esteem, or assertiveness.

A summary for the neuroticism trait is shown in Table 2.2, and agreeableness trait

in Table 2.3.

2.5 Gesture Adaptation and Generation

Gestural adaptation, imitation, mimicry, and alignment can be classified into two

main groups based on the cognitive mechanisms behind these non-verbal behaviors.

The first group include non-conscious mimicry of behaviors. Recent studies con-

sider this type of alignment as social glue. Because there is a tight linking between

perception and behavior, that leads an individual perceiving another’s behavior to au-

tomatically behave in a similar way [34, 35]. Behaviors in non-conscious mimicry

include foot tapping and face scratching [34], facial expressions [11, 12], also vocal

features such as speech rhythms [31], tone [133], and even accents [68]. During in-

teraction, Individuals who mimic others are considered as more likable, and are more
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likely to have their actions viewed positively [76]. More mimicry is seen as having a

higher sense of affiliation and rapport [35, 99, 100].

The second group relies on the notion of the collaborative nature of language use.

There are recent studies focusing on the relationship between mimicry of co-speech

gestures and the development of a shared underlyingmeaning [13, 81, 94, 124]. Gesture

adaptation across speakers is considered to be similar to conceptual pact development in

which the two interlocutors develop a common understanding of how an object is to be

represented verbally (e.g. [23]), in other words, language adaptation. Because words

and gestures are thought to represent a common communicative intent, adaptation in

one modality is matched by similar behavior in the other. Similarly, gestural imitation

does not occur when there is a mismatch between what is said and what is gestured

by the original speaker, which indicates gestural adaptation is based on the underlying

semantic conceptualization [124]. In certain contexts, gestural mimicry can stand in for

the verbal adaptation, allowing speakers to make use of a more vague vocabulary [81].

Mol et al. [124] carry out three experiments aiming to find out the relationship be-

tween the copying of co-speech hand gestures’ form and (1) their meaning in the linguis-

tic context, as well as (2) interlocutors’ representations of this meaning at the conceptual

level. For the three experiments, two of them use recorded videos of a person telling a

story, the videos have different versions with variations in the person’s gestures. The

other experiment has two participants engaged in a face-to face direction-giving task.

Their analysis of the experiments show that gestures were repeated only if they could be

interpreted within the meaningful context of the speech. There is also evidence that the

copying of gesture forms is mediated by representations of meaning. In other words,

representations of meaning are also converging across interlocutors rather than just rep-

resentations of gesture form. The conclusion is that adaptation of representational hand

gestures may be driven by representations at the conceptual level, and same for lexical
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adaptation. That is, adaptation in gesture resembles adaptation in speech, rather than it

being an instance of automated motor-mimicry.

Luo et al. [113] examine whether people prefer gestures that are similar to their

own. There is evidence for the “chameleon effect” that in conversation, people will

tend to adopt the postures, gestures and mannerisms of their interaction partners. Luo’s

research look at the mirroring effect in human-agent interaction by having the agent

perform gestures similar to the human. Their study explores if people prefer gestures

similar to their own over gestures similar to those of other people. Participants were

asked to evaluate a series of agent motions, some of which mimic their own gestures,

and rate their preference. A second study first showed participants videos of their own

gesturing to see if self-awareness would impact their preference. Different scenarios

for soliciting gesture behavior were also explored. Evidence suggests people do have

some preference for motions similar to their own, but self-awareness has no effect.

Tolins et al. [177] compared the behavior of an extravert-extravert dyad to an extravert-

introvert dyad engaged in face-to-face conversations. Their findings show that in the

extravert-introvert dyad, the extravert adapted to the introvert’s gesture rate, reduced

the expansiveness of his arm positions to match the introvert, and both the introvert and

the extravert move towards each other in gesture broadness. The extravert-extravert

dyad adapt on gesture rate and gesture outwardness, but two extraverts moved together

towards more open arm positions. Their results show the following implications for

IVA: (1) agents need to adapt to their speech partner, and (2) this adaptation needs to be

modeled based on the personality the agent is trying to adapt to.

Recent work on gesture generation focused largely on iconic gesture generation.

For example, Bergmann and Kopp [14] present a model that allows virtual agents to

automatically select the content and derive the form of coordinated language and iconic

gestures. Their study is based on an empirical study of spatial descriptions of land-
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marks in direction-giving. First, two kinds of knowledge representation (propositional

and imagistic) are utilized to capture the modality-specific contents and processes of

content planning. Second, specific planners are integrated to carry out the formulation

of concrete verbal and gestural behavior. A probabilistic approach to gesture formula-

tion is presented that incorporates multiple contextual factors as well as idiosyncratic

patterns in the mapping of visual-spatial referent properties onto gesture morphology.

In terms of how gestures are selected, current systems are either text-to-gesture or

concept-to-gesture. Text-to-gesture systems such as VHP [136] have a limited number

of gestures (only 7 in this case) and limited gesture placement options, but the alignment

of speech content and gestures are more accurate. Concept-to-gesture systems such as

PPP [5], BEAT [33] and AC [32] defines general rules for gesture insertion based on lin-

guistic components. For example, Iconic gestures are triggered by words with literally

spacial or concrete context (e.g. “check”). These kind of systems have more gestures,

but the gesture placement largely depends on general rules derived from literature, thus

the accuracy is not guaranteed.
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Chapter 3

Datasets

In this section, we introduce all datasets used in this thesis. The ArtWalk Cor-

pus (AWC), the Walking Around Corpus (WAC) and the Map Task Corpus (MPT) are

task-oriented, direction-giving dialog corpora. Switchboard Corpus (SWBD) is a topic-

centric spontaneous dialog corpus. AWC is used as evaluation data in our exploratory

study of testing human perceptions on linguistic adaptation in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.

All four corpora are used for measuring adaptation in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. We build

the Story Dialog with Gestures Corpus for implementing and evaluating gesture adap-

tation in Chapter 5. The corpus contains selected stories with story structure annotated,

the stories are also converted to a two-person dialog annotated with gesture.

3.1 ArtWalk Corpus (AWC)1

Figure 3.1 provides a sample of theArtWalk Corpus [108], a collection of 48mobile-

to-Skype conversations between friend and stranger dyads performing a real world-

situated task that was designed to elicit adaptation behaviors. Every dialog involves

a stationary director on campus, and a follower downtown. The director provided di-
1https://nlds.soe.ucsc.edu/artwalk
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Speaker [Utterance #]: Utterance
F97: okay I’m on pacific avenue and plaza
D98: okay so you just take a right once your out of pacific lane you go wait no to
late to your left.
F98: okay
D99: and I think. it’s right ther- * alright so im walking down pacific* okay so it’s
right before the object it’s right before the mission and pacific avenue intersection
*okay* it’s like umm almost brown and kinda like tan colored
F99: is it tan
D100: yeah it’s like two different colors its like dark brown and orangey kinda like
gold color its kinda like um
F100: okay is it kinda like a vase type of a thing
D101: yeah it has yeah like a vase
F101:okay yeah I got it okay one second just take a picture. Alright

Figure 3.1: Sample dialog Excerpt from the ArtWalk Corpus.

rections to help the follower find 10 public art pieces such as sculptures, mosaics, or

murals in downtown Santa Cruz. The director had access to Google Earth views of the

follower’s route and a map with locations and pictures of art pieces. The corpus con-

sists of transcripts of 24 friend and 24 stranger dyads (48 dialogs). In total, it contains

approximately 185,000 words and 23,000 turns, from conversations that ranged from

24 to 55 minutes, or 197 to 691 turns. It includes referent negotiation, direction-giving,

and small talk (non-task talk). To our knowledge, this corpus collection is the first ex-

periment to show that adaptation actually occurs in the context of a real task, while

people are out in the world, navigating a natural terrain. The excerpt of dialog from the

ArtWalk corpus in Fig. 3.1 illustrates adaptation to discourse cues with okay in D98 and

F98, and in referring expression adaptation in D101 like a vase.
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3.2 Walking Around Corpus (WAC)2

The Walking Around Corpus [24] consists of spontaneous spoken dialogs produced

by 36 pairs of people, collected in order to elicit adaptation behaviors, as illustrated by

Figure 3.2. In each dialog, a director navigates a follower using a mobile phone to 18

destinations on a medium-sized campus. Directors have access to a digital map marked

with target destinations, labels (e.g. “Ship sculpture”), photos and followers’ real time

location. Followers carry a cell phone with GPS, and a camera in order to take pictures

of the destinations they visit. Each dialog ranges from 175 to 885 turns. The major

differences between AWC andWAC are (1) in order to elicit novel referring expressions

and possible linguistic adaptation, destinations in AWC do not have provided labels; (2)

AWC happens in a more open world setting (downtown) compared to WAC (university

campus).

3.3 Map Task Corpus (MPT)3

TheMap Task Corpus [3] is a set of 128 cooperative task-oriented dialogs involving

two participants. Each dialog ranges from 32 to 438 turns. A director and a follower

sit opposite one another. Each has a paper map which the other cannot see (the maps

are not identical). The director has a route marked on their map; the follower has no

route. The participants’ goal is to reproduce the director’s route on the follower’s map.

All maps consist of line drawings landmarks labeled with their names, such as “parked

van”, “east lake”, or “white mountain”. Figure 3.3 shows an excerpt from the Map Task

Corpus.
2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc2015s08
3http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/maptask/
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Speaker (Utterance #): Utterance
D137: and. you know on the uh other side of the math building like there’s the uh,
there’s this weird, little concrete, structure that is sticking up out of the bricks, don’t
make any sense.
F138: uh.
D139: yeah you’ll see it when you get over there.
F140: okay.
D141: so just keep going and then uh. when you get around the building make a
left. and you should be.
F142: when I get around the Physics building make a left?
D143: yeah yeah when you get around to the end here.
F144: okay.
D145: and uh you know th-these brick structures, and. you got one look like uh
cutout. with your would you be standing on top of like a flat area. you should be
coming up on it right, okay.
F146: yeah. just give me a second, I’m walking past this big water, thing, it’s noisy.
D147: take your time.

Figure 3.2: Sample dialog excerpt from the Walking Around Corpus.

3.4 Switchboard Corpus (SWBD)4

Switchboard [70] is a collection of two-speaker telephone conversations from all

areas of the United States. An automatic operator handled the calls (giving recorded

prompts, selecting and dialing another speaker, introducing discussion topics and record-

ing the dialog). 70 topics were provided, for example: pets, child care, music, and buy-

ing a car. Each topic has a corresponding prompt message played to the first speaker,

e.g. “find out what kind of pets the other caller has.” A subset of 200K utterances (1126

dialogs) of Switchboard have also been tagged with dialog act tags [90]. Each dialog

contains 14 to 373 turns. Figure 3.1 provides an example of dialog act tags, such as b -

Acknowledge (Backchannel), sv - Statement-opinion, sd - Statement-non-opinion, and

% - Uninterpretable. We focus on this subset of the corpus which contains 1126 dialogs.

Dialogs in SWBD have a different style from task-oriented, direction-giving cor-
4https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc97s62
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Speaker (Utterance #): Utterance
D7: and below the graveyard below the graveyard but above the carved wooden pole.
F8: oh hang on i don’t have a graveyard.
D9: okay. so you don’t have a graveyard. do you have a fast flowing river.
F10: fast running creek.
D11: ehm mm don’t know yeah it could be could be.
F12: is that to the right that’ll be to my right to my right.
D13: to your. right uh-huh.
F14: right. so i continue and go below the fast running creek.
D15: no. go just until you go go below the diamond mine until just before the fast fast
flowing river.

Figure 3.3: Dialog excerpt from the Map Task Corpus.

pora. Figure 3.4 illustrates how the SWBD dialogs are often lopsided: from utterance

14 to 18, speaker B states his opinion with verbose dialog turns, whereas speaker A only

acknowledges and backchannels; from utterance 19 to 22, speaker A acts as the main

speaker, whereas speaker B backchannels. Some theories of discourse define dialog

turns as extending over backchannels, and we posit that this would allow us to mea-

sure adaptation more faithfully, so we utilize the SWBD dialog act tags to filter turns

that only contain backchannels, keeping only dialog turns with tags sd (Statement-non-

opinion), sv (Statement-opinion), and bf (Summarize/reformulate). We then merge

consecutive dialog turns from the same speaker. The filtering process removes 48.1%

original dialog turns, but only 12.6% of the words. Filtered dialogs have 3 to 85 dialog

turns each.

3.5 Story Dialog with Gestures Corpus (SDG)5

Sharing experiences by story-telling is a fundamental and prevalent aspect of human

social behavior [16, 27, 98, 131]. In the wild, stories are told conversationally in social

settings, often as a dialog and with accompanying gestures and other nonverbal behav-
5https://nlds.soe.ucsc.edu/sdg
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Speaker (Utterance #): [Tag] Utterance
B14: [b] Yeah. [sv] Well that’s pretty good if you can do that. [sd] I know. [sd] I have
a daughter who’s ten [sd] and we haven’t really put much away for her college up to this
point [sd] but, uh, we’re to the point now where our financial income is enough that we can
consider putting some away
A15: [b] Uh-huh.
B16: [sd] for college [sd] so we are going to be starting a regular payroll deduction
A17: [%] Um.
B18: [sd] in the fall [sd] and then the money that I will be making this summer we’ll be
putting away for the college fund.
A19: [ba] Um. Sounds good. [%] Yeah [sd] I guess we’re, we’re just at the point, uh [sd]
my wife worked until we had a family [sd] and then, you know, now we’re just going on the
one income [sv] so it’s
B20: [b] Uh-huh.
A21: [sv] a lot more interesting trying to, uh [sv] find some extra payroll deductions is
probably the only way we will be able to, uh, do it. [sd] You know, kind of enforce the
savings.
B22: [b] Uh-huh.

Figure 3.4: Dialog excerpt from the Switchboard Dialog Act Corpus.

ior [175]. Storytelling in the wild serves many different social functions: e.g. stories

are used to persuade, share troubles, establish shared values, learn social behaviors, and

entertain [75, 146, 161].

Previous research has also shown that conveying information in the form of a dialog

is more engaging, effective and persuasive compared to a monologue [6, 42, 102, 168].

Thus, our long term goal is the automatic generation of story co-tellings as animated

dialogs. Given a deep representation of the story, many different versions of the story

can be generated, both dialogic and monologic [110, 111].

This section presents a new corpus, the Story Dialog with Gestures (SDG) corpus,

consisting of 50 personal narratives regenerated as dialogs by human annotators, com-

plete with annotations of gesture placement and accompanying gesture forms. These

annotations can be supplemented programmatically to produce changes in the nonver-

bal dialogic behavior in gesture rate, expanse and speed. We have thus used these to
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Pet Story
I have two cats. I always felt like I was a dog person, but I decided to get a kitty
because they are more low maintenance than dogs. I went to a no-kill shelter to get
our first cat. I wanted a little kitty, but the only baby kitten they had scratched the
crap out of me the minute I picked it up. SO, that was a big “NO”. They had what
they called “teenagers”. They were cats that were 4-6 months old. Not adults, but
a little bigger than the little kittens. One stood out - mostly because she jumped up
on a shelf behind my husband and smacked him in the head with her paw. I had a
winner! I had no idea how much personality a cat can have. Our first kitty loves to
play. She will play until she is out of breath. Then, she looks at you as if to say, “Just
give me a minute, I’ll get my breath back and be good to go.” Sometimes I wish I
had that much enthusiasm for anything in my life. She loves to chase a string. It’s
the best thing ever. Ok, maybe it runs a close second to hair scrunchies. I play fetch
with my hair scrunchies. I throw them down the stairs and she runs (top speed) to
get them and bring them back. Again, she will do this until she is out of breath. If
only I could work out that hard... I’d probably be thinner.

Figure 3.5: An example story on the topic of Pet.

generate tellings that vary the personality of the teller (introverted vs. extraverted) [83].

An example original monologic personal narrative about having cats as pets is shown

in Figure 3.5. The human-generated dialog corresponding to Figure 3.5 is shown in

Figure 3.6.

The SDG corpus includes 50 dialogs generated by human annotators, gesture anno-

tations on human generated dialogs, videos of story dialogs generated from this repre-

sentation that vary the introversion and extraversion of the animated agents, video clips

of each gesture used in the gesture annotations, and annotations of the original personal

narratives with a deep representation of story called a Story Intention Graph or SIG [49,

50, 52]. We expect this corpus to be a useful resource for researchers interested in nat-

ural language generation, intelligent virtual agents, generation of nonverbal behavior,

and story and narrative representations.

Section 3.5.1 provides an overview of the original corpus ofmonologic personal nar-

rative blog posts. Section 3.5.2 describes how the human annotators generated dialogs
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Pet Story Dialog
A1: I have always felt like I was a dog person but our two cats are great. They are

much more low maintenance than dogs are.
B1: Yeah, I’m really glad we got our first one at a no-kill shelter.
A2: I had wanted a little kitty, but the only baby kitten they had scratched the crap

out of me the minute I picked it up so that was a big “NO”.
B2: Well, the no-kill shelter also had what they called “teenagers”, which were cats

around four to six months old... A bit bigger than the little kitties.
A3: Oh yeah, I saw those “teenagers”. They weren’t exactly adults, but they were

a bit bigger than the little kittens.
B3: Yeah one of them really stood out to me then - mostly because she jumped up

on a shelf behind us and smacked me in the head with her paw.
A4: Yeah, we definitely had a winner!
B4: I had no idea howmuch personality a cat can have. Our first kitty loves playing.

She will play until she is out of breath.
A5: Yeah, and then after playing for a long time she likes to look at you like she’s

saying, “Just give me a minute, I’ll get my breath back and be good to go.”
B5: Sometimes I wish I had that much enthusiasm for anything in my life.
A6: Yeah, me too. Man, she has so much enthusiasm for chasing string too! To her

it’s the best thing ever. Well ok, maybe it runs a close second to hair scrunchies.
B6: Oh I love playing fetch with her with hair scrunchies!
A7: Yeah, you can just throw the scrunchies down the stairs and she runs at top

speed to fetch them. And she always does this until she’s out of breath!
B7: If only I could work out that hard before I was out of breath... I’d probably be

thinner.

Figure 3.6: Manually constructed dialog from the pet story in Figure 3.5.

from the personal narratives. Section 3.5.3 describes the gesture annotation process and

provides more details of the gesture library.

3.5.1 Personal Narrative Monologic Corpus

We selected 50 personal stories from a subset of personal narratives extracted from

the corpus of blogs included in the ICWSM 2010 dataset challenge [72, 92]. We man-

ually selected stories that are suitable for retelling as dialogs, i.e. where the events that

are discussed in the stories could have been experienced by more than one person. The
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That was one 
hell of a storm, 
the biggest to hit 
Baton Rouge. 
The entire city 
was out of 
power…

t

p

Today when I 
arrived at my 
community 
garden plot, it 
actually looked 
like a garden. 
Not a weedy…Not a weedy…

Today was a 
very eventful 
work day. Today 
was the start of 
the G20 summit. 
It happens
every year…

Hey, do you remember 
that day? It was a work 
day, I remember there 
was some big event 
going on. 

Yeah, that day was the 
start of the G20 
summit…

Original 
Blog Stories

Story Dialogs

SIG 
Annotations

[2.10s](Cup, RH 0.46s) Hey, do 
you remember [3.37s]
(PointingAbstract, RH 0.37s) that 
day? It was a [5.17s]
(Cup_Horizontal, 2H 0.57s) work 
day, I remember there was some 
big event [7.43s](Progressive, 2H 
1.37s) going on.

Story Dialogs with Gestures
(Annotator A) (Annotator A & B) 

(Annotator C, D, E, F, G)

Figure 3.7: Overview of the SDG corpus.

story topics include camping, holidays, gardening, storms, and parties. Table 3.1 shows

the number of stories in each topic. Each story ranges from 174 words to 410 words. A

sample story about pets is shown in Figure 3.5 and another story about being present at

a protest is shown in Figure 3.8.

Although we are not making using of the Story Intention Graphs (SIGs) yet to

automatically produce dialogs from their monologic representations, we have anno-

tated each of the 50 stories with their SIG using the freely available annotation tool

Scheherazade [51].

More description of the Scheherazade annotation and the resulting SIG representa-

tion is provided in our companion paper [109]. Our approach builds on the DramaBank

language resource, a collection classic stories that also utilize the SIG representation

[49, 50, 52], but the SIG formalism has not previously been used for the purpose of

automatically generating animated dialogs, and this is one of the first uses of the SIG
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Protest Story
Today was a very eventful work day. Today was the start of the G20 summit. It
happens every year and it is where 20 of the leaders of the world come together to
talk about how to run their governments effectively and what not. Since there are so
many leaders coming together their are going to be a lot of people who have different
views on how to run the government they follow so they protest. There was a protest
that happened along the street where I work and at first it looked peaceful until a
bunch of people started rebelling and creating a riot. Police cars were burned and
things were thrown at cops. Police were in full riot gear to alleviate the violence.
As things got worse tear gas and bean bag bullets were fired at the rioters while they
smash windows of stores. And this all happened right in front of my store which
was kind of scary but it was kind of interesting since I’ve never seen a riot before.

Figure 3.8: An example story on the topic of Protest.

Topic Number of Stories
Camping 3
Holiday 5
Gardening 7
Party 10
Pet 3
Sports 4
Travel 7
Weather Conditions 3
Other 13

Table 3.1: Distribution of story topics in the SDG corpus.

on personal narratives [110, 111].

DramaBank provides a symbolic annotation tool for stories called Scheherazade

that automatically produces the SIG as a result of the annotation. Every annotation

involves: (1) identifying key entities that function as characters and props in the story;

and (2) modeling events and statives as propositions and arranging them in a timeline.

Currently our Scheherazade annotations only contain the timeline layers. Figure 3.9

shows a part of the graph structure of Scheherazade annotations for the protest story

in Figure 3.8. In timeline layer, the first column shows phrases from the original blog
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story; the second column shows events that corresponds to the original phrases, modeled

by using pre-defined entities.

Protest Story SIG Annotations
Story Elements:
Characters: the government, the people, the leader, the police, the society, the
street, the summit meeting (name: G20 Summit)
Props: the bullet, the police car, the tear gas, the thing, the view, the window
Qualities: peace, prosperity, riot, today
Behaviors: the leader running the government, the people protesting

Timeline:

20 of the leaders of 
the world come 
together

It happens every year

Today was a very 
eventful day. Today 
was the start of G20 
summit.

G20 summit starts

G20 summit happens

        BLOG STORY      TIMELINE 

the leader comes

on today

annually

talk about how to run 
their governments 
effectively

the leader talks

…... …...

Story 
Point 1

Story 
Point 2

Story 
Point 3

Figure 3.9: Part of Scheherazade annotations for the protest story in Figure 3.8.

3.5.2 Dialog Annotations

In the wild, stories are told conversationally in social settings, and in general re-

search has shown that conveying information in the form of a dialog is more engaging

and memorable [6, 102, 126, 168]. For example, Craig et al. show that students demon-

strate better recall and ask significantly more questions after hearing a dialog between
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a virtual tutor and tutee than a tutor monologue with identical contents [42].

Protest Story Dialog
A1: Hey, do you remember that day? It was a work day, I remember there was some

big event going on.
B1: Yeah, that day was the start of the G20 summit. It’s an event that happens every

year.
A2: Oh yeah, right, it’s that meeting where 20 of the leaders of the world come

together. They talk about how to run their governments effectively.
B2: Yeah, exactly. There weremany leaders coming together. They had some pretty

different ideas about what’s the best way to run a government.
A3: And the people who follow the governments also have different ideas. When-

ever world leaders meet, there will be protesters expressing different opinions.
I remember the protest that happened just along the street where we work.

B3: It looked peaceful at the beginning....
A4: Right, until a bunch of people started rebelling and creating a riot.
B4: Oh my gosh, it was such a riot, police cars were burned, and things were thrown

at cops.
A5: Police were in full riot gear to stop the violence.
B5: Yeah, they were. When things got worse, the protesters smashed the windows

of stores.
A6: Uh huh. And then police fired tear gas and bean bag bullets.
B6: That’s right, tear gas and bean bag bullets... It all happened right in front of our

store.
A7: That’s so scary.
B7: It was kind of scary, but I had never seen a riot before, so it was kind of inter-

esting for me.

Figure 3.10: Manually constructed dialog from the protest story in Figure 3.8.

Our goal with the dialog annotations is to generate a natural dialog from the original

monologic text, with the long term aim of using these human-generated dialogs to guide

the development of an automatic monologue-to-dialog generation engine. First, one

trained annotator writes all the stories into two-person dialogs as illustrated in Figure 3.6

and Figure 3.10. The goal of the annotation process is to create natural dialogs by: (1)

adding oral language such as acknowledgements and discourse markers, and breaking

longer sentences into shorter ones; (2) adding repetitions and confirmations between
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speakers, which are common in human dialog, and can also be used as locations for

inserting gesture adaptation; (3) re-using phrases in the original story, but changing or

deleting content that doesn’t fit the storytelling setting; (4) making the story sound like

the two speakers experience the event together.

The audio for each of the agents is then produced by running the human-generated

dialog turns through the AT&T Text to Speech engine, one turn at a time. Speaker A

uses AT&T’s female voice Crystal, Speaker B uses AT&T’s male voice Mike. At the

beginning of the audio for each story, a two-second blank audio is inserted in order to

give the audience time to prepare to listen to the story before it starts. The timeline for

the audio is then used to annotate the beginning timestamps for the gestures: as shown

in Figures 3.14 and 3.13, in front of every gesture, a time is shown inside a pair of

square brackets to indicate the beginning time of this gesture stroke. Thus, any change

in the wording of the dialogic telling requires regenerating the audio and relabeling

the gesture placement. In our envisioned future Monologue-to-Dialog generator, both

gesture placement and gesture form would be automatically determined.

3.5.3 Gesture Annotations

We annotate the dialogs with a gesture tag that specifies the gesture form (e.g. a

pointing gesture or a conduit gesture). We also specify gesture start times, but do not

specify stylistic variations that can be applied to particular gestures (e.g. gesture ex-

panse, height and speed). Each story has two versions of annotations done by different

annotators. The annotators are advised to insert a gesture when the dialog introduces

new concepts, and add gesture adaptation (mimicry) when there are repetitions or con-

firmations in the dialog. The decisions of where to insert a gesture and which gesture

to insert are mainly subjective.

We use gestures from a database of 271motion captured gestures, includingmetaphoric,
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Figure 3.11: A subset of the 271 gestures in our gesture library that can be used in
annotation and produced in the animations.

iconic, deictic and beat gestures. The videos of these gestures are included in the cor-

pus. Gesture capture subjects were all native English speakers, but given a database

of similarly categorized gestures from a different culture, our corpus could be used to

generate culture specific performances of these stories [130, 150].

Figure 3.11 provides samples of the range of gestures in the gesture database, and

Figure 3.12 illustrates how every gesture can be generated to include up to 4 phases [91,

95]:

• prep: move arms from default resting position or the end point of the last gesture

to the start position of the stroke

• stroke: perform the movement that conveys most of the gesture’s meaning
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• hold: remain at the final position in the stroke

• retract: move arms from the previous position to a default resting position

prep  prep      stroke  stroke       hold   hold      retract  retract 

Figure 3.12: Prep, stroke, hold and retract phases of gesture “Cup_Horizontal”.

Figure 3.14 shows the first 5 turns of the protest story annotated with gestures from

the library. Figure 3.13 shows the first 6 turns of the pet story annotated with ges-

tures. The timing information of the gestures comes from the TTS audio timeline. Each

gesture annotation contains information in the following format: ([gesture stroke be-

gin time]gesture name, hand use[stroke duration]). For example, in the first gesture

“([1.90s]Cup, RH [0.46s])”, gesture stroke begins at 1.9 seconds of the dialog audio, it

is a “Cup” gesture, uses the right hand, and the gesture stroke lasts 0.46 seconds. Re-

search has shown that people prefer gestures occurring earlier than the accompanying

speech [181]. Thus, in this annotation, a gesture stroke is positioned 0.2 seconds before

the beginning of the gesture’s following word. For example, the first word after gesture

“Cup” is “Hey”, it begins at 2.1 seconds, then the stroke of gesture “Cup” begins at

1.9 seconds. Each story dialog has two versions of gesture annotations from different

annotators.

Our gesture annotation does not specify stylistic variations that should be applied

to particular gestures. We used custom animation software that can vary the amplitude,

direction and speed in order to affect stylistic change. The default gesture annotation

frequency is designed for extraverts, with a gesture rate of 1 - 3 gestures per sentence.

For an introverted agent, a lower gesture rate can be achieved by removing some of the
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gestures. In this way, both speakers’ gestural performance can vary from introverted to

extraverted using the entire scale of parameter values for every parameter.

In addition, we can also vary gestural adaptation in the annotation. For example, in

extravert & extravert gestural adaptation (based on themodel and data described in [129,

176, 177]), two extraverts move together towards a more extraverted personality. Ges-

ture rate is increased by adding extra gestures (marked with an asterisk “*”). Specific

gestures are copied as part of adaptation, especially when the co-telling involves repeti-

tion and confirmation. Gestures in bold indicate copying of gesture form (adaptation),

gestures after the slash “/” are non-adapted.

Combined with personality variations for gestures described in the previous para-

graph, it is possible to produce combinations of two agents with any level of extraversion

engaged in a conversation with or without gestural adaptation.
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Pet Story w/Gestures

A1: I ([2.31s]Dismiss1_AntonyTired, RH[0.54s])have always felt
like I was a dog person but our two cats are great. They are
([7.50s]Cup5_ShakesTired2_FingerSkel, RH[0.23s]) much more low
maintenance than dogs are.

B1: Yeah, I’m really glad we got ([12.44s]SideOut1, 2H[0.29s]) our first one at
a no-kill shelter.

A2: I had wanted a little kitty, ([16.44s]SweepSide1, RH[0.35s]) but the only
baby kitten they had ([17.90s]BackHandBeats_Tight, 2H[0.37s]) scratched
the crap out of me the minute I ([19.75s]Shovel, 2H[0.17s]) picked it up so
that was a big “NO”.

B2: Well, ([22.69s]Cup_Down_alt, RH[0.21s]) the no-kill shelter also had
what they called ([24.70s]Cup_Horizontal , RH[0.57s]) “teenagers”,
which were cats around four to six months old... a bit bigger than the
([28.79s]ShyCalmShake, 2H [0.56s]) little kitties.

A3: Oh yeah, I saw those ([31.24s]Cup_Horizontal, RH[0.57s]
/ SideOut_vibrate, 2H[0.33s]) “teenagers”. They
*([32.75s]HandToChest_Vibrate, 2H[0.41s]) weren’t exactly adults,
but they were a bit ([35.78s]ShyCalmShake, 2H [0.56s] /SideOut1,
LH[0.29s]) bigger than the little kittens.

B3: Yeah ([36.42s]SideOut_vibrate, 2H[0.33s]/ PointingHere,
RH[0.36]) one of them really stood out to me then -
*([38.92s]Cup11_ShakesTired2_FingerSkel, RH[0.30s]) mostly be-
cause she *([40.02s]CupBeats_Small, 2H[0.37s]) jumped up on a shelf
behind us and ([42.20s]SideOut1, LH[0.29s]/ GraspSmall, RH[0.18s])
smacked me in the head with her paw.

A4: ......

Figure 3.13: Pet dialog with gesture annotations. Pictures show the first 6 gestures in
the dialog.
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Protest Story w/Gestures

A1: ([1.90s]Cup, RH[0.46s]) Hey, do you remember ([3.17s]PointingAbstract,
RH[0.37s]) that day? It was a ([4.97s]Cup_Horizontal, 2H[0.57s]) work
day, I remember there was some big event ([7.23s]SweepSide1, RH[0.35s])
going on.

B1: Yeah, that day was the start of ([9.43s]Cup_Down_alt, 2H[0.21s]) the G20
summit. It’s an event that happens ([12.55s]CupBeats_Small, 2H[0.37s])
every year.

A2: Oh yeah, ([14.2s]Cup_Vert, RH[0.54s]) right, it’s that meeting where 20 of
the leaders of the world ([17.31s]Regressive, RH[1.14s]) come together.
They talk about how to run their governments ([20.72s]Cup, RH[0.46s])
effectively.

B2: Yeah, ([22.08s]Cup_Up, 2H[0.34s]) exactly. There were many leaders
([24.38s]Regressive, LH[1.14s] / Eruptive, LH[0.76s]) coming together.
They had some pretty ([26.77s]WeighOptions, 2H[0.6s]) different ideas
about what’s the best way to *([29.13s]Cup, RH[0.46s] / ShortProgressive,
RH[0.38s]) run a government.

A3: And *([30.25s]PointingAbstract, RH[0.37s]) the people who follow
the governments also have ([32.56s]WeighOptions, 2H[0.6s] / Cup,
2H[0.46s]) different ideas. Whenever ([34.67s]Cup_Up, 2H[0.34s] /
Dismiss, 2H[0.47s]) world leaders meet, there will be protesters ex-
pressing ([37.80s]Away, 2H[0.4s]) different opinions. I remember the
*([39.87s]Reject, RH[0.44s]) protest that happened just ([41.28s]SideArc,
2H[0.57s]) along the street where we work.

B3: ......

Figure 3.14: Protest dialog with gesture annotations. Pictures show the first 6 gestures
in the dialog.
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Chapter 4

Linguistic Adaptation

A number of studies have shown that adaptation is highly correlated with task suc-

cess [154], dialog naturalness [132], user satisfaction [149] and learning gains [183]. To

date however, the technical challenges of getting a dialog system to dynamically adapt

to the user has made it difficult to test the potential benefits of user adaptation. More-

over, adaptation is not simple mimicking. As shown in Table 1.2 and 1.3 in Chapter 1,

too much mimicking could incur negative user perception. The process of adaptation

takes place under other special constraints, e.g. providing coherent turns in conversa-

tion and expressing one’s own personalities. When implementing dynamic adaptation

in natural language generation, we need to take these constraints into account. A sen-

sible approach is to measure adaptation in human dialogs, and use models produced

by these measures to control adaptation behaviors. In this chapter, we first present our

exploratory experiment showing that adapting to different linguistic features results in

different perception of friendliness and naturalness. On the basis of these results, we

propose an adaptation measure that aims to reflect different adaptation models of fea-

ture sets that describe certain linguistic styles such as personality traits. We then build

and compare adaptation models using four real human dialog corpora.
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4.1 Implementing andEvaluationLinguistic Adaptation

In this section, we describe our exploratory study on testing human perceptions on

linguistic adaptation to various feature sets. Section 4.1.1 introduces the architecture of

Personage-primed, a natural language generation system that can dynamically adapt to

the dialog context. Section 4.1.2 describes the evaluation method for language genera-

tion results. The evaluation results in Section 4.1.3 shows that some types of adaptation

have a positive effect on the friendliness of system utterances, while other types of

adaptation positively effect perceptions of naturalness.

4.1.1 Personage-primed

Personage-primed is a natural language generation system that can dynamically

adapt to the dialog context. This work is carried out in the context of the Skipper project

whose aim is to study “adaptation in the wild” in pedestrian direction giving dialogs. As

part of the Skipper project, the ArtWalk corpus [106] was collected. To our knowledge,

this corpus collection is the first experiment to show that adaptation actually occurs in

the context of a real task, while people are out in the world, navigating a natural terrain.

Using insights from analysis of ArtWalk, we developed Personage-primed, an ex-

tension of the Personage spoken language generator that adapts dynamically to user

utterances as represented in the discourse context. The discourse model of Personage-

Primed keeps track of user utterance choices in referring expressions, discourse cues,

location names, prepositions, and syntactic forms. This allows adaptation to occur at

many different stages of the language generation process, and lets Personage-primed

produce tens of different possible utterances in a given context.

Personage-primed is an extension of the parameterizable language generator Person-

age [116]. Personage is capable of producing a wider range of linguistic variation than

traditional template-based language generation systems because it dynamically mod-
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INPUT 
Text plan (Communicative goal, e.g. turn-left-onto-Lincoln-Street) 

Prime values (Lexical and syntactic information from the dialogue) 

Sentence Planning 

OUTPUT UTTERANCE 

Syntactic 
template 
selection 

Aggregation 

Pragmatic 
marker 
insertion 

Lexical 
choice 

Entrainment 
feature: 
 

• Syntactic-
Template-
Selection 

Entrainment 
feature: 
 

• Hedge-
Insertion 

Entrainment features: 
 

• SynonymReplacement 
• ReferringExpression 
• Tense/Modal-

Insertion 

Surface 
realization 

(RealPro) 

Figure 4.1: The architecture of Personage-primed.

ifies high level representations of the utterances and implements external lexical re-

sources including VerbOcean [36] and WordNet [56]. VerbOcean is a collection of se-

mantic relations between pairs of verbs. For example,marry and divorce have a relation

of Happens-before; produce and create have a relation of Similarity (similar events).

WordNet is an English lexical database that groups nouns, verbs, adjectives and ad-

verbs into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. For

example, {communicate, talk, whisper}. Synsets are linked by semantic relations, such

as hypernym and hyponym relations.

The architecture of Personage-primed is shown in Fig. 4.1. We developed Personage-

primed for the pedestrian direction giving domain because our assumption was that

“walking around” would be a good context for testing “adaptation in the wild”. Fol-

lowing directions naturally introduces delays between task relevant utterances as the

follower navigates an actual landscape. At the same time, pedestrian directions can

easily support a range of experimental manipulations. We chose the ArtWalk context,

of asking users to find and take pictures of public art, because we assumed that there
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would not be known referring expressions for these artworks, and that we should there-

fore be able to elicit adaptation to referring expressions, as in earlier work on adaptation.

However, we also discovered in the corpus that adaptation seems to occur not just to re-

ferring expressions, but also to a whole range of lexical and syntactic choices in dialog.

Thus, we designed the Personage-primed generator to have the capability of adapting

on any one of these generation choices.

Instruction/Statement Example Utterance
confirm (yes) That’s correct.
turn-DIR Make a right turn.
turn-DIR-onto-STREET At Cedar Street, make a right.
continue-on-STREET Keep going straight down Cedar Street.
continue-on-STREET-for-NUM-
blocks

You’re going to follow Cedar Street for three more blocks.

go-along-STREET Head down Cedar Street.
go-NUM-blocks-on-STREET Walk five blocks along Cedar Street.
go-to-LOC-from-LOC ... you will walk from the bookstore to the coffeeshop.
go-to-LOC-from-STREET-and-
STREET

From the corner of Cedar Street and Elm, walk towards
Lulu’s Coffeeshop.

go-back-to-LOC Go back to the bookstore.
you-pass-LOC After you pass the bookstore...
LOC-is-on-the-DIR The bookshop is on the left-hand side.
arrive-at-LOC When you get to Lincoln Street...

Figure 4.2: Instructions and statements supported in Personage-primed.

As shown in the architecture diagram in Fig. 4.1, Personage supports parameteri-

zation of an output utterance via modules for syntactic template selection, pragmatic

marker insertion, and lexical choice. In Personage-primed, the values of the module

parameters are controlled by reference to a set of prime values, which represent the

content and linguistic information of the dialog context, i.e. the system’s output is gen-

erated to adapt with the given dialog context. For example, as shown in Fig. 4.1, lexical

choice is further refined into parameters and corresponding prime values for referring

expressions, synonyms for nouns and verbs, and the tense/modality to be generated in
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Entrainment in Direction Giving 3

Instruction/Statement Example Utterance
confirm (yes) That’s correct.
turn-DIR Make a right turn.
turn-DIR-onto-STREET At Cedar Street, make a right.
continue-on-STREET Keep going straight down Cedar Street.
continue-on-STREET-for-NUM-blocks You’re going to follow Cedar Street for three more blocks.
go-along-STREET Head down Cedar Street.
go-NUM-blocks-on-STREET Walk five blocks along Cedar Street.
go-to-LOC-from-LOC ... you will walk from the bookstore to the coffeeshop.
go-to-LOC-from-STREET-and-STREET From the corner of Cedar Street and Elm, walk towards Lulu’s Coffeeshop.
go-back-to-LOC Go back to the bookstore.
you-pass-LOC After you pass the bookstore...
LOC-is-on-the-DIR The bookshop is on the left-hand side.
arrive-at-LOC When you get to Lincoln Street...

Fig. 3 Instructions and statements supported in PERSONAGE-PRIMED

For example, as shown in Fig. 2, lexical choice is further refined into parameters and corresponding prime values for
referring expressions, synonyms for nouns and verbs, and the tense/modality to be generated in the system utterance.

Fig. 4 Sample Discourse Model Representation.

Fig. 4 provides an example of how the context is represented
by primed values in the discourse model. To our knowledge,
PERSONAGE-PRIMED is the first dialogue generator to have the capa-
bility of entraining on any of the values shown in the discourse model
in Fig. 4 and it does so by explicitly manipulating parameters that we
have added to PERSONAGE-PRIMED. The prime values contain lexi-
cal and syntactic information from the dialog to which the generated
utterance will be entrained. An utterance can be produced to entrain to
all of the entrainment prime values or none of them, or any combina-
tion, depending on the adaptation model in effect when the utterance is
dynamically generated by the dialogue system. Our goal is to explore
which combinations have an effect on user perceptions of system nat-
uralness and friendliness.
Input. The input to PERSONAGE-PRIMED consists of a text plan and
a set of entrainment target values referred to as the prime values as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4. The text plan is a high level semantic representation
representing the communicative goal of the desired output utterances.
Each text plan contains either a single instruction or a compound in-
struction. A compound instruction consists of two clauses joined by a
temporal relation, such as after, until or once. An example text plan
for a compound instruction is shown in Fig. 5. PERSONAGE-PRIMED currently supports 13 unique instructions and
statements for the walking directions domain, but could easily be extended to include more. Table 3 contains a com-
plete list of the supported instructions and statements.

Fig. 5 Example text plan tree.

Syntactic Template Selection. While the text plan con-
tains all the information regarding what will be com-
municated, the sentence planning pipeline controls how
that information is conveyed. See Fig. 2. Syntactic tem-
plate selection is the first phase of sentence planning: its
goal is to select the most appropriate syntactic form for
the instruction(s) in the text plan. Keeping track of user
choices in syntactic form is needed in order to produce
syntactic entrainment in dialogue [1, 3, 31]. If a navi-
gation dialogue included the question, From here where
should I go to next? a response with syntactic entrain-
ment would be phrased in a similar way, such as From
where you are, walk to Pacific Avenue and then make a
left.

PERSONAGE-PRIMED implements the same syntactic dependency tree representation for utterances as used in PER-
SONAGE [24], referred to as a Deep Syntactic Structure (DSyntS) [22, 26]. The DSyntS specifies the dependency
relation between the different components of a sentence. An example DSyntS is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 4.3: Sample Discourse Model Representation.

the system utterance.

Fig. 4.3 provides an example of how the context is represented by primed values in

the discourse model. The dialog context (prime utterance, or the previous utterance by

a different speaker) spoken by the Follower is “Okay, now I’m at the corner of Cedar

Street and Elm, so should I head toward the clock tower from here?” The corresponding

prime values for this dialog context are listed below. For example, prepositions at,

toward, and from. In response to the dialog context, the Director confirms that the

Follower should go to the clocktower.

To our knowledge, Personage-primed is the first dialog generator to have the capa-

bility of adapting on any of the values shown in the discourse model in Fig. 4.3 and it

does so by explicitly manipulating parameters that we have added to Personage-primed.

The prime values contain lexical and syntactic information from the dialog to which the

generated utterance will be adapted. An utterance can be produced to adapt to all of

the adaptation prime values or none of them, or any combination, depending on the

adaptation model in effect when the utterance is dynamically generated by the dialog

system. Our goal is to explore which combinations have an effect on user perceptions

of system naturalness and friendliness.
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Figure 4.4: Example text plan tree.

Input

The input to Personage-primed consists of a text plan and a set of adaptation tar-

get values referred to as the prime values as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The text plan is a

high level semantic representation representing the communicative goal of the desired

output utterances. Each text plan contains either a single instruction or a compound in-

struction. A compound instruction consists of two clauses joined by a temporal relation,

such as after, until or once. An example text plan for a compound instruction is shown

in Fig. 4.4. Personage-primed currently supports 13 unique instructions and statements

for the walking directions domain.

Syntactic Template Selection

While the text plan contains all the information regarding what will be communi-

cated, the sentence planning pipeline controls how that information is conveyed. See

Fig. 4.1. Syntactic template selection is the first phase of sentence planning: its goal

is to select the most appropriate syntactic form for the instruction(s) in the text plan.

Keeping track of user choices in syntactic form is needed in order to produce syntactic

adaptation in dialog [17, 19, 151]. If a navigation dialog included the question, From
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Figure 4.5: DSyntS for the instruction turn-DIR-onto-STREET. Relation I: the compo-
nent is the subject of the parent; relation II: the component is the direct object of the
parent; relation ATTR: the component is a modifier(adjective/prepositional phrase) of
the parent.

here where should I go to next? a response with syntactic adaptationwould be phrased in

a similar way, such as From where you are, walk to Pacific Avenue and then make a left.

Personage-primed implements the same syntactic dependency tree representation

for utterances as used in Personage [114], referred to as a Deep Syntactic Structure

(DSyntS) [101, 122]. The DSyntS specifies the dependency relation between the dif-

ferent components of a sentence. An example DSyntS is shown in Fig. 4.5. Each

instruction and statement has an associated DSyntS List, which is a collection of se-

mantically equivalent DSyntS with different syntactic structure. In order to produce

syntactic adaptation, Personage-primed finds the associated DSyntS List for each in-

struction in the text plan. It then uses the prime values to select the DSyntS that best

matches the lexical and syntactic information. The DSyntS with the highest number of

features matching the prime values is designated as the best match. If no best match is

found, the default DSyntS is assigned to the instruction.
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Aggregation

For compound instructions that contain a temporal relation (such as after or once),

the aggregation component integrates each DSyntS into a larger syntactic structure. For

most temporal relations, the clauses can be joined in two ways: e.g. After you pass…,

turn left onto… or Turn left onto…after you pass…. Currently, there is no adaptation for

aggregation operations in Personage-primed, however in the future, it would be possi-

ble to prime particular rhetorical relations and then control the aggregation component

as we do other components.

Pragmatic Marker Insertion

Pragmatic markers, or discourse markers, are elements of spontaneous speech that

do not necessarily contribute to the semantic content of a discourse, but serve various

pragmatic or social functions. Some common examples include so, okay, like, umm, you

know and yeah (not in response to a yes/no question). Research on spontaneous speech

has shown that discourse markers not only make a conversation sound more natural but

can also serve to highlight or qualify content, help listener’s follow a speaker’s train

of thought, and create a meaningful transition from one utterance to the next [61, 143].

Discourse markers are especially prevalent in task-oriented dialog.

In Personage-primed, sample prime values are shown in Fig. 4.3, e.g. Okay, Now,

So. The module for pragmatic marker insertion in Personage-primed will insert up to

three of the pragmatic markers found in the prime values.1 A pragmatic marker is in-

serted only if one of the insertion points associated with the marker is present in the

DSyntS.

1While use of pragmatic markers varies according to individual personalities, three was chosen to be
a maximum value as it reflected an approximation of average use.
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Synonym Selection

Synonym selection is a lexical choice operation that checks every verb and prepo-

sition in the current utterance and if there exists a synonym in the prime values, the

prime synonym replaces the existing verb or preposition. See Fig. 4.1 and the primed

context representation in Fig. 4.3. The system does not currently adapt to nouns be-

cause most nouns within the walking directions domain are referring expressions, such

as downtown, Pacific Avenue, etc. Adaptation to referring expressions is handled with

a separate operation. In addition, many common nouns in the directions domain do not

have appropriate synonyms, such as directions like right and left.

Referring Expression Selection

Referring expression selection is a lexical choice operation that checks every proper

noun within the current utterance for a semantic match in the prime values. This opera-

tion requires an existing database of referring expressions and their possible variations.

For this work we manually created a map from each referring expression to its list of

variations. For example, the destination named Bookshop Santa Cruz is an entry in the

referring expression map with the corresponding list of alternative referring expressions

{bookshop, the bookshop, Santa Cruz bookshop}.

This operation also accounts for a referring expression form that is commonly found

in navigation dialogs, i.e. referencing street names without the street suffix. If one con-

versant refers to a street as Pacific instead of Pacific Avenue, it is common for the other

participant to do so as well. This step of the referring expression operation checks the

prime values for any single instance of this shortened form and modifies all instances

of street names in the current utterance to adapt with this stylistic choice.
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Tense transformation and modal insertion

Tense transformation and modal insertion are a final set of lexical choice opera-

tions that adapt on primed values for tense and modals. If there exists an explicit use

of a particular tense or a modal in the prime values, the current utterance is modified

to adapt. The most common tenses used for giving directions in the navigation domain

are present, future, and simple future. While followers do use past tense to confirm the

completion of an action, it is not common for directors to use it. However, the modals

should, can and might are commonly found in navigation dialogs. Followers will ex-

press uncertainty with questions such as Should I stay on Pacific Avenue?. The corre-

sponding director responses sometimes adapt with this lexical addition with confirming

responses such as Yes, you should stay on Pacific Avenue for three more blocks.

4.1.2 Methodology

In a pilot experiment, we ask naive participants fromMechanical Turk to score three

utterances in the same context for naturalness: a generated adapted utterances, generated

default (non-adapted) utterance and a human utterance which has the same meaning

but which is not from the same context. We hypothesized that the adapted generated

utterances would be perceived asmore natural than the default generated utterances. But

the experimental results (default > adapted > human) did not confirm our hypothesis.

In the pilot, every generated adapted utterance (target) adapts to some of the prime

features of its previous (prime) utterance. However, there is very little evidence of what

people actually do in human-human conversation, and to our knowledge, no previous

work has tested whether mimicking all the linguistic features of a conversational partner

is natural or whether some kinds of adaptation are dispreferred. In the experiment, we

aimed to systematically explore whether there are clear preferences in types of adapta-

tion by overgenerating possible outputs that adapt on different combinations of prime
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Figure 4.6: An example question from Experiment 2.

features. We sample among all the possibilities for adaptation, and our task becomes

simply to find out which adaptation combinations are the best. Our earlier work used

a similar overgenerate and rank experimental paradigm for collecting data to train a

statistical language generator [116, 178].

Ten dialog excerpts are used as context, in which a director (D) is instructing a fol-

lower (F) how to navigate to a destination on foot. The dialog excerpts were taken from

the Art Walk corpus [106] and were slightly modified to isolate certain priming values.

Following the excerpt, participants were presented with options for what the director

could say next. Using overgeneration, together with a generated default utterance and a

random human utterance, each director response results in 5 to 22 different variations.

Having all 22 utterances in one item and asking participants to rank them all does not

seem to be a well-defined experimental task. Therefore, each item of the experiment

survey consists of 5 possible utterances in a particular context, selected so that each
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possible generated utterance for a particular context appears at least twice across all

the survey items. This results in a total of 51 items distributed across 10 surveys. An

example item is shown in Fig. 4.6.

In one version of the experiment, participants were asked to rank the possible system

utterances based on their naturalness from high to low. In another version, participants

were asked to rank the possible system utterances based on their friendliness. This is

because default utterances received the highest score for naturalness in the pilot ex-

periment. We hypothesized that one possible explanation of these results was that a

director’s utterance is considered “natural” when it is concise and clear, and that people

may be accustomed to the type of instructions used in current in-vehicle GPS navigation

systems. We hypothesized that perceptions of friendliness might be a better probe for

adaptation. We hired three judges trained in linguistics to finish all the surveys over a

period of two weeks, doing two surveys per day at most.

4.1.3 Experiments and Results

We use machine learning to evaluate our experiment results. Each generated utter-

ance is represented by the parameters used to generate that utterances. Therefore, each

utterance is represented by 7 features: five are adaptation features: SynonymReplace-

ment, ReferringExpression, HedgeInsertion, SyntacticTemplateSelection, and Tense/Modal

Insertion as described above in Sec. 4.1.1; two features represent whether the utterance

was a Random Human Utterance or a Default utterance.

To evaluate the effects of the different parameters, we train two types of models

for evaluation: multivariate linear regression models and decision tree models In the

regression model, the dependent variable is the average ranking scores across all three

judges across all duplicate instances of the utterance (each utterance appears at least

twice across all the surveys). In one ranking question, there are 5 utterances. If an
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Naturalness_score = 

1.6171 * Tense/Modal Insertion + 

1.2486 * ReferringExpression + 

-1.0809 * HedgeInsertion + 

5.5226 

 

Friendliness_score =  

2.9449 * HedgeInsertion +  

2.3239 * RandomHumanUtterance +  

1.4023 * Tense/Modal Insertion + 

0.7223 * SyntacticTemplateSelection +  

3.6261  

 
Figure 4.7: Regression models.

utterance is ranked first in a question, the score of the object is 4. If an utterance is

ranked last in a question, the score of the object is 0. We use the sum of the scores

from all annotators as the label for an utterance. There are 3 annotators in total, so the

scores range from 0 to 12. Since an utterance appears at least twice among all surveys,

it will have 2 or more scores. We simply take an average of these scores. The features in

regression model are 0/1 features, where a value of 1 indicates that the feature positively

affected the generation of the utterance, whereas a value of 0 means this feature was not

used in generating the utterance.

We use Linear Regression in Weka 3.6.1 with 10-fold cross validation. Fig. 4.7

shows the regression models for naturalness and friendliness. In the naturalness model,

the correlation coefficient is 0.31, relative absolute error is 96.33% and root relative

squared error is 94.71%. ReferringExpression and Tense/Modal Insertion both have

positive weights, which means adapting on these features increases the perception of

the naturalness of the utterance. HedgeInsertion has the only negative weight in the

model. In contrast, the friendliness model provides a better fit with a correlation coeffi-

cient of 0.52, relative absolute error is 81.22% and root relative squared error of 85.76%.

Surprisingly, HedgeInsertion has the highest positive weight in the model, suggesting
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that more hedging leads to perceptions that the system is more friendly. RandomHu-

manUtterance has the second highest positive weight.

Feature Value Meaning
NOMATCH feature exist in context AND not adapted
MATCHPLUS feature exist in context AND adapted
MATCHMINUS feature doesn’t exist in context AND not adapted
DEFAULT generated non-adapted utterance
RAMDOMHUMAN random human utterance
NULL for features ”Default” and ”RandomHumanUtterance”, if this fea-

ture doesn’t exist in the utterance, use NULL

Table 4.1: Possible values for features used in decision tree model.

In the decision tree model, the dependent variables are identical to those used for the

regression model. However, here we distinguish more values for each features rather

than making them binary features. As shown in Table 4.1, a feature may have any

of 6 possibilities. Recall that there are certain features in previous dialog context (10

given dialog excerpts) that the following utterance can adapt to. Since an utterance

only adapts to the feature if the feature is present in context, the combination “feature

is adapted AND context doesn’t have feature” cannot occur.

Decision trees are trained using the REPTree package in Weka 3.6.1. We use the

whole evaluation data as both training set and test set, and disable pruning to intention-

ally force the decision tree to overfit the data. Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 show the decision

trees for naturalness and friendliness. In the leaf nodes, the first number is the predicted

score. The numbers in the parentheses are (number of examples in this leaf / number of

misclassified examples on average).

In the naturalness model, correlation coefficient is 0.35, relative absolute error is

94.81% and root relative squared error is 93.77%. When previous context provides a

prime value for ReferringExpression, and the utterance adapted on the referring expres-

sion (MATCHPLUS), we get the highest score with the highest number of examples.
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Hedge 
Insertion 

NOMATCH 

6.55 
(29/7.45) 

MATCHPLUS 

5.27 
(39/7.5) 

MATCHMINUS 

Tense/Modal 
Insertion 

5.99 
(0/0) 

8.88 
(2/0.56) 

6.33 
(5/3.36) 

7.35 
(0/0) 

4.29 
(7/3.41) 

MATCHPLUS NOMATCH MATCHMINUS 

MATCHPLUS MATCHMINUS NOMATCH 

Referring 
Expression 

Figure 4.8: Decision tree model for Experiment 2 naturalness.

If the utterance doesn’t adapt on referring expressions (NOMATCH), the scores are

relatively lower. If the previous context doesn’t provide a prime value for Referring-

Expression, then HedgeInsertion primes and utterance features are considered by the

model. Similar to the regression model in Fig. 4.7, hedging is a negative factor in nat-

uralness. Generally, utterances that adapt on HedgeInsertion (MATCHPLUS) have a

lower naturalness score than utterances that don’t (NOMATCH).

In the friendliness model, correlation coefficient is 0.63, relative absolute error is

74.95% and root relative squared error is 77.50%. These results also indicate that hedg-

ing affects perceptions of friendliness as in the regression model shown in Fig. 4.7.

When the dialog context provides a prime value for HedgeInsertion, and the utterance

adapts for hedging (MATCHPLUS), the resulting friendliness score is the highest with

the highest number of examples. If the utterance did not adapt on hedging (NOMATCH)

even though a prime value was available, then SyntacticTemplateSelection is consid-

ered by the model. Generally, utterances that adapt on SyntacticTemplate Selection

have higher scores.
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Hedge 
Insertion 

Syntactic 
TemplateSelection 

NOMATCH 

7.32 
(39/4.83) 

MATCHPLUS 

5.5 
(5/4.58) 

MATCHMINUS 

Tense/Modal 
Insertion 

Tense/Modal 
Insertion 

5.22 
(8/4.68) 

2.92 
(4/2.13) 

4.35 
(13/5.6) 

2.67 
(2/0.56) 

Referring 
Expression 

8 
(1/0) 

3.63 
(4/1.92) 

3.28 
(2/5.06) 

0.67 
(2/0.44) 

6.17 
(2/2.25) 

MATCHPLUS 
NOMATCH 

MATCHMINUS 

MATCHPLUS 
NOMATCH 

MATCHMINUS 

MATCHPLUS 

MATCHPLUS 

MATCHMINUS 

MATCHMINUS 

NOMATCH 

NOMATCH 

Figure 4.9: Decision tree model for Experiment 2 friendliness.

4.1.4 Discussion

This section presents an experiment based on Personage-primed, an extended ver-

sion of Personage that can dynamically adapt to the dialogue context. We show that

some types of adaptation have a positive effect on the friendliness of system utterances,

while other types of adaptation positively effect perceptions of naturalness.

Previous work testing the benefits of adaptation have been measured in different

contexts, such as whether adaptation in human-human dialogue predicts success [154].

Much of the previous work on human-computer dialogue has examined whether the hu-

man adapted to the computer rather than vice versa. Our work contributes to the limited

amount of previous work on adaptive generation using different computational meth-

ods for generation. De Jong, Theune, and Hofs presents an approach that focuses on

affective language use for aligning specifically to user’s politeness and formality [46].

Brockmann et al. illustrates a model in which alignment is simulated using word se-

quences alone [26]. An extension of this work in Isard, Brockmann, and Oberlander

simulates both individuality and alignment in dialogue between pairs of agents with the
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CrAg-2 system [87]. This system uses an over-generation and ranking approach that

yields interesting results, but the underlying method has no explicit parameter control

and the output has yet to be evaluated.

Perhaps most similar to our goals is the alignment-capable microplanner SPUD

prime presented by Buschmeier, Bergmann, and Kopp [28]. SPUD prime is a com-

putational model for language generation in dialogue that focuses heavily on relevant

psycholinguistic and cognitive aspects of the interactive alignment model. Their sys-

tem is driven by a method of activating relevant rules in a detailed contextual model

according to user behavior during a dialogue. Although the underlying system seems to

be capable of producing both syntactic and lexical alignment, it was evaluated only for

accurate representation of lexical alignment in a corpus of dialogues from a controlled

experiment.

In a field study conducted with the Let’s Go system [141] however, user utterance

behavior was batched to produce new system behaviors in a non-dynamic version of the

system, but which however produced behaviors adapted to user behavior in the corpus

collected earlier. This study suggested that system adaptation to the user was helpful

in some situations, although the switch in system behavior may have confused some

users. In contrast, we test a system that is capable of dynamic adaptation, but we test

it in the lab with user perceptions. While this is the first study to our knowledge to be

based on a generator that can produce utterances dynamically adapted to the context, in

future work, we hope to be able to test dynamically produced adaptation in the field.

4.2 Measuring Linguistic Adaptation in Dialogs

In reality, adaptation doesn’t always happen whenever it might be possible. As

shown in Table 1.2 and 1.3 in Chapter 1, too much mimicking in a dialog can lead to

negative impressions. An effective way to control adaptation is using learned adaptation
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models from real data in natural language generation. Our previous exploratory exper-

iment also shows that adapting to different linguistic features results in different style

perceptions. On the basis of these results, we propose an adaptationmeasure that aims to

reflect different adaptation models of feature sets that describe certain linguistic styles,

such as personality traits. We then build and compare adaptation models using four real

human dialog corpora. Section 4.2.1 presents our overall method and approach. Sec-

tion 4.2.2 illustrates feature sets and feature extraction methods. We present our results

in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Method and Overview

Our goal is an algorithm for adaptive natural language generation (NLG) that con-

trols the system output at each step of the dialog. Our first aim therefore is a measure

of dialog adaptation that can be applied on a turn by turn basis as a dialog unfolds. For

this purpose, previous measures of dialog adaptation [43, 166] have two limitations:

(1) their calculation require the complete dialog, and (2) they focus on single features

and do not provide a model to control the interaction of multiple parameters in a single

output, while our method measures adaptation with respect to any set of features.

Measures of adaptation focus on prime-target pairs: (p, t), in which the prime con-

tains linguistic features that the target may adapt to. While linguistic adaptation occur

beyond the next turn, we simplify the calculation by using a window size of 1 for most

experiments: for every utterance in the dialog (prime), we consider the next utterance by

a different speaker as the target, if any. We show the decay of adaptation with increas-

ing window size in a separate experiment. When generating (p, t) pairs, it is possible

to consider only speaker A adapting to speaker B (target=A), only speaker B adapting

to speaker A (target=B), or both at the same time (target=Both). In the following def-

inition, FCi(p) is the count of features in prime p of the i-th (p, t) pair, n is the total
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number of prime-target pairs in which FCi(p) ̸= 0, similarly, FCi(p ∧ t) is the count of

features in both prime p and target t. We define Dialog Adaptation Score (DAS) as:

DAS =
1

n

n∑
i=1

FCi(p ∧ t)

FCi(p)

Within a feature set, DAS reflects the average probability that features in prime are

adapted in target across all prime-target pairs in a dialog. Thus, our Dialog Adaptation

Score (DAS) models adaptation with respect to feature sets, providing a whole-dialog

adaptation model or a turn-by-turn adaptation model. The strength of DAS is the ability

to model different classes of features related to individual differences such as personal-

ities or social variables of interest such as status.

DAS scores measured using various feature sets can be used as a vector model to

control adaptation in Natural Language Generation (NLG). For example, an adapta-

tion model can be learned through processing human-human dialog corpora and stored

in a vector. Table 4.2 shows an adaptation model obtained from the ArtWalk Corpus

represented as a DAS vector. We will further describe how the vector is obtained in Sec-

tion 4.2.3. From left to right, the numbers in the vector represent average DAS scores

for all prime-target pairs within different linguistic feature sets: lemma, bigram, syntax,

referring expression, etc.

Feature Lemma Bigram Syntax Refer Hedge LIWC Extra Emot Agree Consc Open
DAS 0.14 0.04 0.17 0.03 0.17 0.48 0.40 0.48 0.47 0.38 0.44

Table 4.2: Example DAS vector learned from the ArtWalk Corpus.

Although we leave the application of DAS to NLG to future work, here we describe

how we expect to use it. We consider the use of DAS with three NLG architectures:

• Overgeneration and Rank

• Statistical Parameterized NLG
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• Neural NLG

Overgenerate and Rank. The most general architecture for a conversational assis-

tant and its NLG make use of an “overgenerate and rank” approach, where different

modules propose a possibly large set of next utterances in parallel, which are then fed

to a (trained) ranker that outputs the top-ranked utterance. Previous work on adap-

tation/alignment in NLG has made use of this architecture [25, 29]. Rankers can be

trained using any features of the proposed utterances and any features available in the

discourse context: the DAS adaptation models can be used to provide one or more fea-

tures to the ranker.

When ranking generated responses, we can choose the best response based on learned

adaptation model vector. We first calculate a DAS vector for every response (target) to

the discourse context (prime). We then rank responses based on the distance between

DAS vector of response and DAS vector of the adaptation model. The response with

the smallest distance is presumably the response with the best amount of adaptation. We

can also emphasize the importance of specific feature sets by giving weights to differ-

ent dimensions of the vector and calculating weighted distance. For instance, in order

to adapt more to personality, one could prioritize related LIWC features, and adapt by

using words from the same LIWC categories, which could avoid too much lexical and

syntactical mimicking.

Statistical Parameterized NLG. Some NLG engines provide a list of parameters that

can be controlled at generation time [103, 140]. Personage [116] utilizes continuous

parameters to control linguistic style variations in its generation results. For example, a

Verbosity value of 1 maximize the verbosity of output utterance. In addition, some gen-

eration decisions can be non-deterministic, as a result, the values of those parameters

are generation decision probabilities. For example, the value of parameter Conjunc-

tion is the probability that the aggregation operation combines two propositions with
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the conjunction and. Similarly, DAS scores can also be used as generation decision

probabilities. A LIWC adaptation value of 0.48 indicates that the probability of adapt-

ing to LIWC features in discourse context (prime) is 0.48. By mapping DAS scores to

generation parameters, the generator could be directly controlled to exhibit the correct

amount of adaptation for any feature set.

Neural NLG. Recent work in Neural NLG (NNLG) has started to explore controlling

stylistic variation in outputs using a vector to encode style parameters, possibly in com-

bination with the use of a context vector to represent the dialog context [57]. The vector

based probabilities that are represented in the DAS adaptation model could be encoded

into the context vector in NNLG. No known other adaptation measures could be used

in this way. To train the NNLG model, we need a dataset of responses, annotated with

a value assignment to each of the adaptation and the content parameters. Adaptation

parameters encode the amount of adaptation to the previous dialog turn (prime) within

each feature set. Content parameters encode the content of the response.

We hypothesize that different conversational contexts may lead tomore or less adap-

tive behavior, so we apply DAS on the four human-human dialog corpora in Chap-

ter 3: two task-oriented dialog corpora that were designed to elicit adaptation (ArtWalk

and Walking Around), one topic-centric spontaneous dialog corpus (Switchboard), and

MapTask Corpus used in much previous work. We obtain linguistic features of these

corpora using fully automatic annotation tools. We learn models of adaptations from

these real human dialogs on various feature sets. We first validate the DAS measure by

showing that DAS distinguishes original dialogs from dialogs where the orders of the

turns have been randomized, as in previous work [182]. We then show how DAS varies

as a function of the feature sets used and the dialog corpora. We also show how DAS

can be used for fine-grained adaptation by applying DAS to individual dialog segments,

and individual speakers, and illustrating the differences in adaptation as a function of
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these variables. Finally, we show how DAS scores decrease as the adaptation window

size increases.

4.2.2 Experimental Setup

For AWC and WAC, we remove annotations such as speech overlap, noises (laugh,

cough) and indicators for short pauses, leaving only clean text. If more than one con-

secutive dialog turn has the same speaker, we merge them into one dialog turn.

We consider the following feature sets: unigram, bigram, referring expressions,

hedges/discourse markers, and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) features.

Previous work on measuring linguistic adaptation have largely focused on lexical and

syntactical features, which are included as baselines. Referring expressions and dis-

course markers are key features that are commonly studied for adaptation behaviors in

task-oriented dialogs, which are often hand annotated. Here we automatically extract

these features by rules. To model adaptation on the personality level, we draw features

that correlate significantly with personality ratings from LIWC features. We hypothe-

size that our feature sets described below will demonstrate different adaptation models.

We lemmatize, POS tag and derive constituency structures using Stanford CoreNLP

[118]. We then extract the following linguistic features from annotations and raw text.

The following example features are based onD137 in Figure 3.2: “and. you know on the

uh other side of the math building like there’s the uh, there’s this weird, little concrete,

structure that is sticking up out of the bricks, don’t make any sense.”

• Unigram Lemma/POS: we use lemma combined with POS tags to distinguish

word senses. E.g. lemmapos_building/NN and lemmapos_brick/NNS inD137.

• Bigram Lemma: e.g. bigram_the-brick and bigram_side-of in D137.

• Syntactic Structure: following [155], we take all the subtrees from a constituency
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parse tree (excluding the leaf nodes that contain words) as features. E.g. syntax_

VP->VBP+PP and syntax_ADJP->DT+JJ in D137. The difference is that we use

Stanford Parser rather than hand annotations.

• Referring Expression: referring expressions are usually noun phrases. We start by

taking all constituency subtrees with root NP, then map the subtrees to their actual

phrases in the text and remove all articles from the phrase, e.g., referexp_little-

concrete and referexp_math-building in D137.

• Hedge/Discourse Marker: hedges are mitigating words used to lessen the impact

of an utterance, such as “actually” and “somewhat”. Discourse markers are words

or phrases that manage the flow and structure of discourse, such as “you know”

and “I mean”. We construct a dictionary of hedges and discourse markers, and

use string matching to extract features, e.g., hedge_you-know and hedge_like

in D137.

• LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count [144] is a text analysis program that

counts words in over 80 linguistic (e.g., pronouns, conjunctions), psychological

(e.g., anger, positive emotion), and topical (e.g., leisure, money) categories. E.g.,

liwc_second-person and liwc_informal in D137. Because DAS features

are binary, features such as Word Count and Number of New Lines are excluded.

• Personality LIWC: previous work reports for each LIWC feature whether it is sig-

nificantly correlated with each Big Five trait [117] on conversational data [120].

For each trait, we create feature sets consisting of such features. See Table 4.3.

4.2.3 Experiments on Modeling Adaptation

In this section, we apply DAS on four human-human dialog corpora introduced in

Chapter 3: two task-oriented dialog corpora that were designed to elicit adaptation (Art-
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Personality # Example Features

Extraversion 15 Positive Emotion, Swear Words
Emotional Stability 14 Anger, Articles
Agreeable 16 Assent, Insight
Conscientious 17 Fillers, Nonfluencies
Open to Experience 12 Discrepancy, Tentative

Table 4.3: Number of LIWC features for each personality trait and example features.

Walk andWalkingAround), one topic-centric spontaneous dialog corpus (Switchboard),

and MapTask Corpus used in much previous work.

Experiment 1: Validity Test: Original vs. Randomized Dialogs

We first establish that our novel DAS measure is valid by testing whether it can dis-

tinguish dialogs in their original order vs. dialogs with randomly scrambled turns (the

order of dialog turns are randomized within speakers), inspired by similar approaches

in previous work [10, 65, 182]. We calculate DAS scores for original dialogs and ran-

domized dialogs using target=Both (Sec. 4.2.1) to obtain overall adaptation scores for

both speakers.

We first test on lexical features (unigram and bigram) as in previous work. Then

we add additional linguistic features (syntactic structure, referring expression, and dis-

coursemarker). These five features (see Section 4.2.2) are referred to as “all but LIWC”.

Finally, we test DAS validity using the higher level LIWC features.

We perform paired t-tests on DAS scores for original dialogs and DAS scores for

randomized dialogs, pairing every original dialog with its randomized dialog. Table 4.4

shows the number of dialogs in each corpus, the average DAS scores of all dialogs

within the corpus and p-values of corresponding t-tests. Although the differences be-

tween the average scores are relatively small, the differences in almost all paired t-tests

are extremely statistically significant (cells in bold, p < 0.0001). The paired t-test on
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# Feature Sets Original Random

AW
C

48
Unigram + Bigram 0.10 0.07
All but LIWC 0.13 0.10
LIWC 0.48 0.46

W
A
C

36
Unigram + Bigram 0.22 0.19
All but LIWC 0.18 0.16
LIWC 0.55 0.54

M
PT 128

Unigram + Bigram 0.27 0.24
All but LIWC 0.20 0.18
LIWC 0.54 0.54

SW
B
D

1126
Unigram + Bigram 0.18 0.17
All but LIWC 0.20 0.19
LIWC 0.67 0.66

Table 4.4: Number of dialogs in four corpora, and average DAS scores of different
feature sets for original and randomized dialogs. Bold numbers indicate statistically
significant differences (p < 0.0001) between DAS scores for original and randomized
dialogs in paired t-tests.

MPT using LIWC features shows a significant difference between the two test groups

(p < 0.05). The original dialog corpora achieve higher average DAS scores than the

randomized corpora for all 12 original-random pairs. Results show that DAS measure

is sensitive to dialog turn order, as it should be if it is measuring dialog coherence and

adaptation.

Experiment 2: Adaptation Across Corpora and Across Features

This experiment aims to broadly examine the differences in adaptation across differ-

ent corpora and feature sets. We first compute DAS on the whole dialog level for each

feature set from Section 4.2.2, and then calculate the average DAS for each feature set

across the corpus. For example, for every dialog in the AWC, we calculate its DAS

score of the Lemma/POS feature set, we then take an average of the DAS scores across

the corpus and obtain an average DAS score of 0.14. We repeat the same process for the
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remaining feature sets. We use target=Both (Sec 4.2.1) to obtain an overall measure of

adaptation and leave calculating fine-grained DAS measures to Section 4.2.3. Table 4.5

provides results. We will refer to features in row 1 to 6 as “linguistic features” and row

7 to 11 as “personality features”.

Row Feature Sets AWC WAC MPT SWBD

1 Lemma/POS 0.14 0.15 0.29 0.28
2 Bigram 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.07
3 Syntax 0.17 0.14 0.11 0.28
4 ReferExp 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01
5 Hedge 0.17 0.19 0.18 0.25
6 LIWC 0.48 0.55 0.53 0.71
7 Extra 0.40 0.46 0.30 0.58
8 Emot 0.48 0.50 0.38 0.72
9 Agree 0.47 0.51 0.44 0.71
10 Consc 0.38 0.44 0.20 0.55
11 Open 0.44 0.44 0.31 0.73

Table 4.5: Average DAS scores for each feature set.

Comparing columns, we first examine the DAS scores across different corpora. All

p-values reported below are from paired t-tests. The two most similar corpora, the

AWC and WAC, show no significant difference on linguistic features (p = 0.43). At

the same time, the AWC and WAC do differ from the other two corpora. This demon-

strates that the DAS reflects real similarities and differences across corpora. MPT shows

lower DAS scores on all linguistic features except for lemma (word repetition), where

it achieves the highest DAS score. With respect to personality features, WAC has sig-

nificantly higher DAS scores than AWC (p < 0.05), possibly because of the different

experiment settings: college student participants are more comfortable around their own

campus than in downtown. MPT shows significantly lower DAS scores on personality

features than AWC and WAC (p < 0.05). This may be because the MPT setting is the

most constrained of the four corpora: being fixed in topic and location means dialogs

are less likely to be influenced by environmental factors or to contain social chit chat.
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SWBD has the highest DAS scores in all feature sets except for referring expres-

sion. The higher DAS in non-referring features could be because the social chit chat

allows more adaptation to occur. In addition, the dialogs we measure in SWBD are

backchannel-filtered. The lower referring expression (respective to other SWBD scores)

could be because SWBD does not require the referring expressions necessary for the

other three task-related corpora. Compared to AWC,WAC, andMPT, SWBDhas longer

dialog turns (and even longer after filtering backchannels and merging adjacent dialog

turns with the same speaker). Filtered SWBD dialogs have 3 to 85 dialog turns each,

while AWC dialogs have 197 to 691 turns, WAC dialogs have 175 to 885 turns, and

MPT dialogs have 32 to 438 turns. It is possible that utterances in SWBD are more

story like with more narrative structures, which elicits more adaptation behaviors. In

addition, SWBD also has shorter conversation length (5 minutes on average) compared

to the other three task-oriented corpora. For example, dialogs in AWC range from 24

to 55 minutes. It is possible that the physical time course of the conversation has an

effect on the amount of adaptation: shorter dialogs result in more adaptation behavior.

It would be interesting to carry out further experiments comparing the DAS scores of

the first 5 minutes of AWC, WAC, and MPT to SWBD.

We posit that the DAS adaptation models we present can be used in existing NLG

architectures, described in Sec. 4.2.1. The AWC column in Table 4.5 shows adaptation

model in the form of a DAS vector obtained from the ArtWalk Corpus, which is further

demonstrated in Table 4.2. In order to control adaptation in natural language gener-

ation with DAS vector, it is crucial to determine which adaptation model should be

used. As we can see from previous results, different task settings yield different adapta-

tion models. Intuitively, we should choose an adaptation model obtained from a dialog

corpus with similar task to the desired natural language generation task. For example,

a task-oriented computer agent in smart speakers might benefit more from adaptation
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models obtained using AWC,WAC orMPT; while a social companion agent might ben-

efit more from adaptation models obtained using SWBD. However, further experiments

are needed to determine the most suitable model for a natural language generation task.

Comparing rows, we then examineDAS scores among different features sets. LIWC

has the highest DAS score among linguistic features, ranging from 0.48 to 0.71. While

other linguistic features are largely content-specific, LIWC consists of higher level fea-

tures that cover broader categories, thus its high DAS scores are expected. For ex-

ample, “great” and “wonderful” are both positive emotion words in LIWC categories.

If “great” is in prime and “wonderful” is in target, when calculating DAS score using

LIWC features, this is considered feature overlap (adaptation). However, when cal-

culating DAS score using lemmas as features, this is not considered feature overlap,

thus its DAS score is lower compared to using LIWC features. The DAS scores for

the lemma feature range from 0.14 to 0.29, followed by Syntactic Structure (0.11 to

0.28), Hedge (0.17 to 0.25) and Bigram (0.01 to 0.07). Referring Expression has the

lowest DAS score (0.01 to 0.03), possibly because our automatic extraction of referring

expressions creates numerous subsets of one referring expression. Among personal-

ity features, Emotion Stability, Agreeableness, and Openness to Experience traits are

adapted more than Extraversion and Conscientiousness. We leave to future work the

question of why these traits have higher DAS scores.

Experiment 3: Adaptation by Dialog Segment and Speaker

Our primary goal is to model adaptation at a fine-grained level in order to provide

fine-grained control of an NLG engine. To that end, we report results for adaptation

models on a per dialog-segment and per-speaker basis.

Reliable discourse segmentation is notoriously difficult [143], thus we heuristically

divide each task-oriented dialog into segments based on number of destinations on the
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map: this effectively divides the dialog into subtasks. Since each dialog in SWBD only

has one topic, we divide SWBD into 5 segments.2 We compute DAS for each segment,

and take an average across all dialogs in the corpus for each segment.

We compare all LIWC features vs. extraversion LIWC features because they pro-

vide high DAS scores across corpora. We also aim to explore the dynamics between

two conversants on the extraversion scale. Figure 4.11 illustrates how DAS varies as a

function of speaker and dialog segment. In AWC, scores for all LIWC features slightly

decrease as dialogs progress (Fig. 4.11a), while extraversion features show a distinct

increasing trend with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.7 to 0.86 (Fig. 4.11b), de-

spite being a subset of all LIWC features.3 Average DAS displays the same decreasing

trend in all and extraversion LIWC features for SWBD (Fig. 4.11g and 4.11h). We spec-

ulate that this might be due to the setup of SWBD: as the dialogs progress, conversants

have less to talk about the topic and are less interested. We also calculate per segment

adaptation in WAC and MPT, but their DAS scores do not show overall trends across

the length of the dialog (Fig. 4.11c to 4.11f).

We also explore whether speaker role and initiative affects adaptation. We use tar-

get=Both, target=D, and target=F to calculate DAS for each target. In task-oriented

dialogs, D stands for Director, F for Follower. In SWBD, D stands for the speaker ini-

tiating the call. A prompt message is played to the initiating speaker in SWBD. For

example, “find out what kind of pets the other caller has.” We hypothesize that direc-

tors and followers adapt differently in task-oriented dialogs. In all task-oriented corpora

(AWC, WAC, and MPT), we observe generally higher DAS scores with target=D, indi-

cating that in order to drive the dialogs, directors adapt more to followers. In SWBD,

the speaker initiating the call (who brings up the discussion topic and may therefore
2To ensure two way adaptation exists in every segment (both speaker A adapting to B, and B adapting

to A), the minimum length (number of turns) of each segment is 3. Thus, we only work with dialogs
longer than 15 turns in SWBD.

3Using Simple Linear Regression in Weka 3.8.1.
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drive the conversation) generally exhibits more adaptation.

Experiment 4: Adaptation on Different Window Sizes

This experiment aims to examine the trend of DAS scores as the window size in-

creases. We begin with a window size of 1 and gradually increase it to 5. For a window

size of n, the target utterance t is paired with the n-th utterance from a different speaker

preceding t, if any. For example, in Figure 3.1, when window size is 3, target D100 is

paired with prime F97; target D99 does not have any prime, thus no pair is formed.

Similar to Sec. 4.2.3, we compare DAS scores between dialogs in their original order

vs. dialogs with randomly scrambled turns. We hypothesize that similar to the results

of repetition decay measures [148, 153, 182], the DAS scores of original dialogs would

decrease as the window size increases. We use target=both to obtain overall adaptation

scores involving both speakers, and calculate DAS with all but the Personality LIWC

feature sets introduced in Sec. 5.2. We first compute DAS on the whole dialog level for

each window size, and then calculate the average DAS for each window size across the

corpus.

Results show that DAS scores for the original dialogs in all corpora decrease as

window size increases, while DAS scores for the randomized dialogs stay relatively

stable. Figure 4.10 shows plots of average DAS scores on different window sizes for

original and randomized dialogs. Plots of the AWC and WAC show similar trends.

Experiments with larger window sizes show that the original and random scores meet

at window size 6 - 7 (with different versions of randomized dialogs). In MapTask, the

original and random scores meet at window size 3 - 4. In SWBD, original and random

scores meet at window size 2.
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(a) ArtWalk Corpus (b)Walking Around Corpus

(c)MapTask Corpus (d) Filtered Switchboard Corpus

Figure 4.10: Plots of average DAS on different window sizes (1 to 5) for original di-
alogs vs. randomized dialogs, using all feature sets except Personality LIWC.

4.2.4 Discussion

To obtain models of linguistic adaptation, most measures could only measure an

individual feature at a time, and need the whole dialog to calculate the measure [37, 45,

148, 155, 166, 182]. This paper proposes the Dialog Adaptation Score (DAS) measure,

which can be applied to NLG because it can be calculated on any segment of a dialog,

and for any feature set.

We first validate our measure by showing that the average DAS of original dialogs

is significantly higher than randomized dialogs, indicating that it is sensitive to dialog

priming as intended. We then useDAS to show that feature sets such as LIWC, Syntactic

Structure, and Hedge/Discourse Marker are adapted more than Bigram and Referring
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Expressions. We also demonstrate howwe can use DAS to develop fine-grained models

of adaptation: e.g. DAS applied to model adaptation in extraversion displays a distinct

trend compared to all LIWC features in the task-oriented dialog corpus AWC. Finally,

we show that the degree of adaptation decreases as the window size increases. We leave

to future work the implementation and evaluation of DAS adaptation models in natural

language generation systems.

Comparison with Previous Work

Recent measures of linguistic adaptation fall into three categories: probabilistic

measures, repetition decay measures, and document similarity measures [188]. Proba-

bilistic measures compute the probability of a single linguistic feature appearing in the

target after its appearance in the prime. Some measures in this category focus more on

comparing adaptation amongst features and do not handle turn by turn adaptation [37,

166]. Moreover, these measures produce scores for individual features, which need ag-

gregation to reflect overall adaptivity [43, 45]. Document similarity measures calculate

the similarity between prime and target by measuring the number of features that ap-

pear in both prime and target, normalized by the size of the two text sets [180]. Both

probabilistic measures and document similarity measures require the whole dialog to be

complete before they can be calculated.

Repetition decay measures observe the decay rate of repetition probability of lin-

guistic features. Previous work has fit the probability of linguistic feature repetition

decrease with the distance between prime and target in logarithmic decay models [152,

153, 155], linear decay models [182], and exponential decay models [148].

Previous work on linguistic adaptation in natural language generation has attempted

to use adaptationmodels learned from real human conversations. The alignment-capable

microplanner SPUD prime [28, 29] use repetition decay model from Reitter as part of
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the activation functions for linguistic structures [152]. However, the parameters are not

learned from real data. Repetition decay models do well in statistical parameterized

NLG, but is hard to apply to overgenerate and rank NLG. Isard, Brockmann, and Ober-

lander apply a pre-trained n-grams adaptation model to generate conversations [87].

Dušek and Jurčı́ček use a seq2seq model in order to generate responses adapting to

previous context. They utilize an n-gram match ranker that promotes outputs with

phrase overlap with context [48]. Our learned adaptation models could also act like

such rankers. In addition to n-grams, DAS could produce models with any combina-

tions of feature sets, providing a more versatile adaptation behavior.

Implementation of DAS in Personage-primed

Adaptation models learned using DAS can be stored in a vector and used to control

the amount of adaptation in natural language generation (NLG). Section 4.2.1 sketched

out how DAS vector models can be implemented in three NLG architectures: Overgen-

eration and Rank, Statistical Parameterized NLG, and Neural NLG. Here we describe

howDAS vector models can be implemented in Personage-primed, the natural language

generator used in the exploratory study in Section 4.1.

With Personage-primed, we carried out experiments testing perceptions of adapta-

tion with overgeneration and rank: we generate multiple target utterances that adapt to

different combinations of linguistic feature types of the prime utterance. For example,

if the prime utterance have syntactic features and referring expressions, then the over-

generated utterances will have three combinations of adaptation: adapting to syntactic

features only, adapting to referring expressions only, and adapting to both syntactic

features and referring expressions.

Building on top of this scheme, the most straightforward implementation of DAS

adaptation models is to use DAS vector to rank overgenerated utterances. As discussed
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in Section 4.2.1, to rank generated responses, the system chooses the best response based

on learned adaptation model. A DAS vector needs to be calculated for every generated

response (target) to the discourse context (prime). The responses are then ranked on the

distance between their own DAS vectors and the adaptation model. The response with

the smallest distance is presumably the response with the best amount of adaptation.

Using this implementation, it is easy to emphasize the importance of specific feature

sets by giving weights to different dimensions of the vector and calculating weighted

distance. For instance, in order to adapt more to personality, the system could priori-

tize related LIWC features, and adapt by using words from the same LIWC categories,

which could avoid too much lexical and syntactical mimicking. However, this approach

requires the calculation of DAS vectors for every overgenerated utterance, which in turn

requires annotation (for example, part of speech tagging, lemmatization, parsing, and

LIWC) of all generated utterances. This is time-consuming when the system presents a

large number of overgenerated candidates.

Personage [115], the underlying natural language generator of Personage-primed, is

a parameterized natural language generator. Thus, we propose to implement DAS scores

for various linguistic feature sets directly as natural language generator parameters in

Personage-primed. Because DAS reflects the average probability that features in prime

are adapted in target, we can use probability based parameters to control the amount of

adaptation.

For example, parameter HedgeAdaptation is set to the DAS score calculated using

Hedge/Discourse Marker feature set. Suppose the value of HedgeAdaptation is 0.2 in

Personage-primed, and the system has access to a set of all possible hedges and dis-

course markers, there are multiple ways to generate utterances that adapt to hedges

and discourse markers based on the model provided: (1) adapt to each hedge/discourse

marker present in the prime independently, each with a 20% chance; (2) suppose there
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aren hedge/discoursemarker present in prime, randomly adapt to ⌊0.2∗n⌋ hedge/discourse

marker; (3) use method (2), and keep track of the average DAS score between prime

and target during generation process: if the DAS score becomes lower than the param-

eter, use ⌈0.2 ∗ n⌉ instead. Further experiments are needed to decide which method is

optimal.

Another example is parameter SyntacticStructure, which is set to the DAS score cal-

culated using Syntactic Structure feature set. Suppose the value of SyntacticStructure

is 0.14, and the system has a set of syntactic variations of the utterance to be gener-

ated. Personage-primed can then calculate the DAS score for each syntactic variation

based on the prime, and chooses the syntactic structure with DAS score closest to the

parameter.

However, this parameterized approach is hard to implement on some feature sets, for

example, UnigramLemma/POS and BigramLemma. It is hard to control the percentage

of general words that are adapted in the target during generation time. To amend the

disadvantage, we can divide the more general linguistic feature sets into specific feature

sets, for example, nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and obtain DAS models for all feature

sets. Synonym sets of words in each feature set can be constructed using resources such

as WordNet and VerbNet to provide variations in the cases of non-adaptation.

In addition to the direction giving domain in current work, we also plan to expand

Personage-primed to more domains in future work. For example, the original Person-

age generator was implemented in restaurant recommendation domain, whose relevant

resources such as syntactic structures and synonym sets are largely available. Using

the Story Dialogs with Gestures Corpus introduces in Section 3.5, we can also extend

Personage-primed to storytelling domain. Following previous work on the Story Inten-

tion Graph (SIG) annotations, sentence planning variations can be automatically gener-

ated [110].
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(a) AWC all LIWC (b) AWC extraversion LIWC

(c)WAC all LIWC (d)WAC extraversion LIWC

(e)MPT all LIWC (f)MPT extraversion LIWC

(g) SWBD all LIWC (h) SWBD extraversion LIWC

Figure 4.11: Plots of average DAS as the dialogs progress, using all LIWC features vs.
extraversion LIWC features.
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Chapter 5

Gestural Adaptation

The most primitive method of gestural adaptation is copying the dialog partner’s

gesture forms. However, as illustrated in Table 1.4, Chapter 1, simple mimicking of

dialog partner’s gestures is far from providing a positive user experiences. A more nat-

ural method is to adapt to gesture parameters, such as rate, speed, scale, and expanse,

according to the dialog partner’s personality. In this chapter, we not only experiment

with adaptation of particular gesture forms, but also go beyond and study adaptation

of gestural style involving personality. We carry out two experiments. In the person-

ality experiment, we elicit subjects’ perceptions of two virtual agents designed to have

different personalities. In the gestural adaptation experiment, we ask whether subjects

prefer adaptive vs. nonadaptive agents. Our results show that agents intended to be ex-

traverted or introverted are perceived as such, and that subjects prefer adaptive stories.

We describe stimulus construction in Sec. 5.1. Sec. 5.2 and 5.3 present our experimental

design and results.
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Figure 5.1: A snapshot of the experimental stimuli.

5.1 Stimulus Construction

We construct our experiment stimuli using the Story Dialog with Gestures Corpus

described in Sec. 3.5. In this experiment, we use four stories with different subject

matter: protest, pet, storm and gardening, as illustrated in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.13. Fig.

5.1 shows a screenshot of the stimuli. We use our own animation software to generate

the stimuli based on the specified gesture script. This software uses motion captured

data for the wrist path, hand shape and hand orientation for each gesture stroke, motion

captured data for body movement, and spline based interpolation for preparation and

retractions. It also uses simplified physical simulation to add nuance to the motion. A

gesture contains up to 4 phases: prep, stroke, hold and retract: we insert a hold and

connecting prep between two strokes if they are less than 2.5 seconds away from each

other. Otherwise, we insert a retraction.

• If a gesture is the last gesture of this utterance (dialog turn), then it should retract

in the end.

• If a gesture is not the last gesture of this utterance, and its stroke ending time is
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at most 2.5 seconds before the next gesture’s stroke time, then hold until the next

gesture happens.

• If a gesture is not the last gesture of this utterance, and its stroke ending time is

larger than 2.5 seconds before the next gesture’s stroke time, then retract.

We use custom gesture synthesis algorithms built on top of DANCE (Dynamic Ani-

mation and Control Environment) [165] as our simulation platform. DANCE is an open

and extensible simulation framework and rapid prototyping environment for computer

animation. DANCEmainly focuses on the development of physically-based controllers

for articulated figures. In this experiment, we generate gesture sequences based onman-

ually created scripts, while our proposed work aim to generate such scripts procedurally.

These scripts are phase, phrase and syn files.

• phase file: exact begin and end time of gesture phases: prep, stroke, hold, retract

(introduced in Section 3.5).

• phrase file: exact begin and end time of a gesture, gesture name and hand used.

• syn file: edits applied to gestures (swivel angle of arm, arm distance from body,

etc.), body movements, etc.

Figure 5.2 shows an example of the scripts. In the phase file, the first gesture has

three components: prep, stroke and hold. From 1.60 second to 1.90 second is the prep

phase of this gesture, the agent moves his arm from the default resting position to the

stroke starting position. From 1.90 second to 2.36 second is the stroke phase, the agent

performs the gesture. From 2.36 second to 2.87 second is the hold phase, the agent

holds his arm until the next phase happens. The next phase is the prep phase of the

next gesture, so the agent moves his arm directly from the previous hold position, to the

stroke starting position of the next gesture. In the phrase file, the TimeOffset decides
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from what time the gesture sequence begins. Then a list of headers is defined. Finally,

the exact begin and end time of a gesture, gesture name and hand use information is

specified for every gesture in the phase file. For example, “1.60 2.87 Cup RH” means

that from 1.60 second to 2.87 second, the gesture “Cup” happens, using the right hand.

The start and end time 1.60 second and 2.87 second corresponds to the time specified

in the phase file. In the syn file, a list of gesture edits are specified. For example,

“spatialwarp ALL trans stroke 0.15 -0.10 0.00” translates the strokes of all gestures by

moving it 15cm in the x direction (15 cmwider), -10cm to the y direction (10 cm lower).

To make the interaction more natural, we add body movements by using “copyData”

in the syn file, which reproduces postural movements captured previously via motion

capture.

phase file phrase file syn file
1.60 1.90 prep
1.90 2.36 stroke
2.36 2.87 hold

2.87 3.17 prep
3.17 3.54 stroke
3.54 4.67 hold

4.67 4.97 prep
4.97 5.54 stroke
5.54 6.93 hold

6.93 7.23 prep
7.23 8.60 stroke
8.60 8.90 retract

13.90 14.20 prep
14.20 14.57 stroke
14.57 14.87 retract
......

TimeOffset 0.0

start end lexeme handedness path handshape
hand-height-1 hand-body-dist-1 hand-radial-
orient-1 elbow-inclination-1 hand-height-2
hand-body-dist-2 hand-radial-orient-2 elbow-
inclination-2 2H-distance-start 2H-distance
shoulders dss_lex_affil dse_lex_affil lex_affil
dss_cooc dse_cooc cooc

1.60 2.87 Cup RH
2.87 4.67 PointingAbstractt RH
4.67 6.93 Cup_Horizontal 2H
6.93 8.90 Progressive 2H
13.90 14.87 PointingAbstract RH
......

spatialwarp ALL scale stroke 1.40 1.20 1.10
spatialwarp ALL trans stroke 0.15 -0.10 0.00
timing ALL scaleDuration stroke L 0.80
swivelArms NONE useDefault
swivelArms NONE shift -12.00
offset NONE defaultTorso LCollarZ ADD 0.18
offset NONE defaultTorso RCollarZ ADD -0.18
offset NONE defaultTorso zerospine
copyData NONE copyLBody data/motionDB/
Tired_CONVERT_wToes2_longClip.dat all 10
offset NONE paramData COM_X REL 0.55
offset NONE paramData COM_X ADD 0.03
offset NONE paramData COM_Z REL 0.55
offset NONE paramData COM_Z ADD 0.03
......

Figure 5.2: Part of DANCE gesture sequence scripts for speaker A in the protest dialog
in Fig 3.14.

The animation platform takes the scripts as input and produces a bvh file of the

animation, reflecting the detailed timing and movement information of every gesture.

We then import this bvh file into Maya for rendering. In the video, two IVAs stand

almost face-to-face, but each has an 55◦ angle towards the audience.
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Head movements are inserted using the following rules: (a) the agent looks at the

audience when he is talking, (b) the agent looks at the other agent when he’s ready to

give his turn to the other agent, and (c) the agent keeps looking at the other agent when

the other agent is talking.

5.2 Experiment Method

We conduct two separate experiments, one on personality variation during co-telling

a story, and the second using the same personalities but with and without adaptation.

5.2.1 Experiment 1: Personality Variation.

We prepared two versions of the video of the story co-telling for each of the four

stories, one where the female is extraverted (higher values for gesture rate, gesture ex-

panse, height, outwardness, speed and scale) and the male is introverted (lower values

for those gesture features) and one where only the genders (virtual agent model and

voice) of the agents are switched. The dialog scripts and corresponding gesture forms

do not vary from one co-telling to another. This results in 8 video stimuli for four stories.

We conducted a between-subjects experiment on Mechanical Turk where we first

ask Turkers to answer the TIPI [73] personality survey for themselves, and then answer

it for only one of the agents in the video, after watching the video as many times as

they like. Thus for each video stimulus, there are two surveys. We ran our 16 surveys

as 16 HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks) on Mechanical Turk, requesting 20 subjects per

HIT (each worker can only do one of the tasks), which results in 320 judgments. The

average completion time for the 8 HITs on Mechanical Turk was 5 minutes 15 seconds.

The average stimulus lengthwas 1minute 32 seconds. Since the survey is hosted outside

Mechanical Turk, sometimes we get more than 20 subjects for each HIT.
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Figure 5.3: Virtual agent with different gesture expanse and height for the same gesture.

5.2.2 Experiment 2: Gestural Adaptation.

For the adaptive experiment, both agents are designed to be extraverted. We chose

to use two extraverted agents because we have foundations from previous work show-

ing the adaptation model between two extraverted speakers [177] (where both agents

become more extraverted). We use only a part of each story for one experimental task.

The stimuli for one task has two variations: adapted and non-adapted. Both stimuli

use the same audio, contain 2 to 4 dialog turns with the same gestures as an introduc-

tion to the story (which we refer to as context), and the next (and last) dialog turn with

gesture adaptation or without gesture adaptation (which we refer to as response). Adap-

tation only occurs in the last dialog turn. In this way, subjects can get to know the story

through the context, and compare the responses to decide whether they like the adapted

or non-adapted version.

• Non-adapted: In the last dialog turn, the extraverted agent maintains his or her

gesture rate (1 - 2 gestures per sentence), expanse, height, outwardness, speed

and scale. There is no copying of specific gestures.

• Adapted: In the last dialog turn, the extraverted agent increases the gesture rate

(1 - 3 gestures per sentence), expanse (18 cm further from center), height (10 cm

higher), outwardness (10 cm more outward), speed (1.25 times faster) and scale

(1.5 times larger). Fig. 5.3 shows the same gesture with different expanses and
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heights. In the adapted version, specific gestures are copied (e.g. gestures in bold

font in Fig.3.14).

Thus every story has two versions. One version ends with the female agent’s re-

sponse, another ends with the male agent’s response. For example, Garden ABA has

three turns, ending with the female agent adapting to the male, and Garden ABAB has

four turns, ending with the male agent adapting to the female. Every version consists

of two conditions (adapted and non-adapted versions) and a short survey. The order of

the two conditions is random for every participant. But there is a letter mark assigned

to every video for easy reference (see Fig. 5.1).

Subjects are asked to watch the two stimuli first, and then finish the survey. Subjects

are told that the audio of the two videos is the same, but only the last few gestures of the

female/male agent are different. Subjects are also advised to watch the video as many

times as they want. The survey has two questions: (1) Which video is a better story

co-telling based on the gestures? (2) Please explain the reason behind your choice to

the previous question (which we refer to as the “why” question). Our primary aim is to

determine whether people perceive the adaptation and whether it makes a better story.

We ran our 8 tasks for 4 stories as 8 HITs onMechanical Turk, requesting 25 subjects

per task. The average completion time for the 8 tasks onMechanical Turk was 2minutes

53 seconds. The average stimulus lengthwas 35.3 seconds. Thismeans that, on average,

a subject spent 1 minute 43 seconds answering the questions. We removed subjects who

failed to state their reasons of preference in the ”why” question.
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Story Intro-Agent Extra-Agent

Garden 4.2 5.4
Pet 4.7 5.0
Protest 4.2 5.3
Storm 3.7 5.7

Table 5.1: Experiment results: participant evaluated extraversion scores (range from 1
- 7, with 1 being the most introverted and 7 being the most extraverted).

5.3 Experimental Results

5.3.1 Personality Results

We conducted a three-way ANOVA with agent intended personality, agent gender

and story as independent variables and perceived agent personality as the dependent

variable. See Table 5.1. Results show that subjects clearly perceive the intended ex-

traverted or intended introverted personality of the two agents (F = 67.1, p < .001).

There is no main effect for story (as intended in our design), but there is an interaction

effect between story and intended personality, with the introverted agent in the storm

story being seen as much more introverted than in the other stories (F= 7.5, p < .001).

There is no significant variation by agent gender (F = 2.3, p = .14).

Since previous work suggests that personality is perceived for an agent along all

Big Five dimensions whether it is designed to be manifest or not [107, 116], we also

conducted a two-way ANOVA by story and agent intended personality for the other 4

traits. There are no significant differences for Conscientiousness, or Openness. How-

ever Introverted agents are seen as more agreeable (p = .008) and more emotionally

stable (p = .016). There were no significant differences by story except that both agents

in the Storm story were seen as less open, presumably because the content of the story

is about how scary the storm is.
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5.3.2 Adaption Results

Story Version #A #NA %A %NA

Garden ABA 11 9 55% 45%
Garden ABAB 20 2 91% 9%
Pet ABABA 10 13 43% 57%
Pet ABABAB 19 5 79% 21%
Protest ABAB 8 11 42% 58%
Protest ABABA 11 11 50% 50%
Storm ABABA 16 4 80% 20%
Storm ABABAB 14 5 74% 26%

Total 109 60 64% 36%

Table 5.2: Experiment results: number and percentage of subjects who preferred the
adapted (A) stimulus and the non-adapted (NA) stimulus. The letters in the story version
refer to dialog turns by speaker A or B. For example, ABA means A takes dialog turns
1 and 3 in the stimuli, while B takes dialog turn 2.

The results in Table 5.2 show that across all the videos, the mean percentage of

people who preferred the adapted version was 64% (19% standard deviation), which is

marginally better than a predicted preference of 50%, t(7) = 2.15, p = .07. Analysis of

participants’ descriptions of why they preferred one video over another shows 4 distinct

categories of reasons of why people made their choices (see Table 5.3).

Subjects who preferred the adapted versions said that the gestures fit the dialog better

(“adapted good gestures” in Table 5.3): the subjects stated that the adapted versions had

gestures that “flowed better with the words”, were “more natural”, “more appropriate

to what he said”, and “relevant to the dialog”, and that they “could imagine a friend

making various hand gestures similar” to the ones in the story. Another reason was that

gestures were “more animated” (“adapted animated”): the adapted version had “more

hand gestures”, and the agent “used his arms more”, “gestured more”, and “was much

more alive”. In contrast, in the non-adapted version, the agent “seemed very bored” and

“wanted to end the conversation”. This indicates that the subjects preferred agents with
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a higher gesture rate. Ten subjects commented on the expanse, height, scale and speed

of the gestures: they chose the adapted version because the agent “gestured higher in

the air”, “making wider, grander gestures” that were “more expansive” and “bigger”.

And in the non-adapted version, the gestures were “too slow”. However, there was

no comment about the copying of gestures, possibly because copying was less obvious

when the expanse and height of the gestures changed in the adapted version.

Among those who preferred the non-adapted versions of the stories, one reason was

that the gestures fit the dialog better (“non-adapted good gestures” in Table 5.3): the

subjects stated that the gestures in the non-adapted version “went a lot better with what

she was saying” and were “more appropriate”. Another reason is that the gestures were

“more realistic” (“non-adapted realistic”) : subjects didn’t like the gestures being “too

animated”, or “too busy”, nor did they like the agents “showing way too much emo-

tions” or “looking like she is exercising”. That is, too much animation can be seen as

unrealistic.

Story Version %A good gest %NA good gest %A animated %NA realistic

Garden ABA 30% 30% 20% 30%
Garden ABAB 41% 9% 59% 0%
Pet ABABA 22% 43% 13% 9%
Pet ABABAB 54% 13% 33% 0%
Protest ABAB 21% 32% 26% 0%
Protest ABABA 27% 32% 23% 9%
Storm ABABA 20% 15% 45% 0%
Storm ABABAB 32% 21% 47% 0%

Total 31% 24% 33% 6%

Table 5.3: Answers to the second survey question (“why” question) classified into cat-
egories. Note that one subject could belong to none or multiple categories, so the per-
centages for each line don’t add up tp 100%.

The percentages of the subjects that had comments related to those 4 categories are in

Table 5.3. In 7 out of 8 tasks, thereweremore subjects who preferred the adapted version
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because it was animated at the right level (e.g. animated enough, but not too animated).

If we only consider the “animated” factor in deciding which is a better stimulus, 84%

of the subjects preferred the adapted version.

5.4 Discussion

To our knowledge this is the first time that it has been shown that subjects perceive

differences in agent personality during a storytelling task, and that adaptive gestural be-

havior during storytelling is positively perceived. We re-use natural personal narratives

that are rendered dialogically, so that two IVAs co-tell the story.

It is obvious that being able to adapt is a key part of being more human-like. There

are attempts to integrate language adaptation within natural language generation [28]

and research has shown that human bystanders perceive linguistic adaptation positively

[82]. However, this is the first experiment to demonstrate a positive effect for gestural

adaptation.

Recent work on gesture generation has focused largely on iconic gesture genera-

tion. For example, Bergmann and Kopp present a model that allows virtual agents to

automatically select the content and derive the form of coordinated language and iconic

gestures [14]. Luo, Kipp, and Neff also presents an effective algorithm for adding full

body postural movement to animation sequences of arm gestures [112]. More gener-

ally, current systems generally select gestures using either a text-to-gesture or concept-

to-gesture mapping. Text-to-gesture systems, such as VHP [136], may have a limited

number of gestures (only 7 in this case) and limited gesture placement options, but the

alignment of speech content and gestures are more accurate. Concept-to-gesture sys-

tems such as PPP [5], AC and BEAT [33] defines general rules for gesture insertion

based on linguistic components. For example, iconic gestures are triggered by words

with spatial or concrete context (e.g. “check”). This kind of systems havemore gestures,
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but the gesture placement largely depends on general rules derived from literature, thus

the accuracy is not guaranteed. An alternative approach learns a personalized statisti-

cal model that predicts a gesture given the text to be spoken and a model that captures

an individual’s gesturing preferences [130]. None of these models adequately address

the production of gesture for dialogues, where a process of co-adaptation will modulate

both the type of gesture chosen and the specific form of that gesture (e.g. its size). This

current work aims to provide a basis for developing such models.

Gratch et al. investigate creating rapport with virtual agents using gesture adapta-

tion mainly focused on head gestures and posture shifts (while ours focused on hand

gestures), and use real human movements as control [74]. Our adaptation stimuli are

more similar to Endrass et al. [54]. To investigate culture-related aspects of behavior

for virtual characters, they chose prototypical body postures from corpora for German

and Japanese cultural background, embodied those postures in a two-agent dialogs, and

asked subjects from German and Japanese cultural background to evaluate the dialogs.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

Intelligent virtual agents are making their ways to our daily lives. Google Assis-

tant, Siri and Alexa help us with daily tasks; virtual assistants in costumer service web-

sites provide us with information; virtual agents in learning programs help children gain

knowledge. However, most verbal and non-verbal behaviors of these agents are gen-

erated from a hand-crafted set of scripts, limiting their ability to dynamically adapt to

human users. Adaptation is natural to human dialogs and correlates highly with task

success. A step towards the adaptivity of intelligent virtual agents is a step towards

more enjoyable interaction.

This thesis aims at making intelligent virtual agents more human-like by adding the

ability to adapt to users. We propose a vector-based adaptation framework for both

linguistic and gestural adaptation. Our goal is to control adaptation behaviors in vir-

tual agents with a vector-based adaptation model. In real human dialogs, speakers try to

optimize different goals: produce new and coherent contents, express their own person-

ality or style, and adapt to the other speaker. To enable adaptation in virtual agents, we

also need to satisfy all these constraints. Adaptation is not blind mimicking, as shown

in the examples of Chapter 1, incorrect adaptation behaviors could lead to negative user

experience.
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In linguistic adaptation, we first explore various linguistic features and user percep-

tions of adapting to different combinations of linguistic features. Then we propose a

measure of adaptation, Dialog Adaptation Score (DAS), which aims to reflect adapta-

tion models of features sets that describe certain linguistic style. We use DAS to model

adaptation in four dialog corpora. We obtain DAS vectors which can be applied in

natural language generation to control adaptation. In gestural adaptation, the lack of

annotated gesture data makes it impossible to measure gestural adaptation in real situa-

tions. Thus, we first explore how to produce the desired personality through adjusting

gesture parameters, such as gesture rate, speed, and expanse. On the basis of those re-

sults, we experiment with adaptation of particular gesture forms, as well as adaptation

of gestural parameters involving personality.

6.1 Linguistic Adaptation

In order to test adaptation effects of different linguistic feature sets, this thesis first

presented an exploratory study based on Personage-primed, a natural language genera-

tor that can dynamically adapt to the linguistic features in previous dialog context, such

as syntactic structures, hedges, and referring expressions. We aimed to test user percep-

tions of adapting to different combinations of linguistic features. In a user study, human

participants are asked to do surveys, inwhich, given the previous context of an utterance,

participants rank serval generated utterances on both naturalness and friendless. These

utterances include: (1) adapted utterances with different features combinations, (2) an

utterance without adaptation, and (3) a random human utterance with the same meaning

but out of context. We use linear regression models and decision tree models to learn

the correlation between types of linguistic features and user perceptions. Our results

show that human perceptions of naturalness are distinct from friendliness: adapting on

hedges increase perceptions of friendliness while reducing naturalness, while adapting
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on referring expressions, syntactic template selection and tense/modal choices increase

perceptions of both naturalness and friendliness.

To obtain models of linguistic adaptation, most measures could only measure an

individual feature at a time, and need the whole dialog to calculate the measure [37, 45,

148, 155, 166, 182]. In this thesis, we proposed the Dialog Adaptation Score (DAS)

measure, which can be applied to NLG because it can be calculated on any segment

of a dialog, and for any feature set. We first validate our measure by showing that

the average DAS of original dialogs is significantly higher than randomized dialogs,

indicating that it is sensitive to dialog priming as intended. We then use DAS to show

that feature sets such as LIWC, Syntactic Structure, and Hedge/Discourse Marker are

adapted more than Bigram and Referring Expressions. We also demonstrate how we

can use DAS to develop fine-grained models of adaptation: e.g. DAS applied to model

adaptation in extraversion displays a distinct trend compared to all LIWC features in

task-oriented dialog corpora AWC.

DAS scores calculated using human dialogs can be expressed in a vector formwhere

each dimension contains the DAS score for a linguistic feature set. This DAS vector

can be used as an adaptation model in various natural language generation architectures

to control the amount of adaptation. In overgenerate and rank, the system can calculate

a DAS score for each response, rank all possible responses by the distance between its

DAS score and the adaptation model. The best response is the one with the smallest dis-

tance to the adaptation model. In statistical parameterized natural language generation,

DAS scores can be used as probability based parameters. In natural language generation

using neural networks, our adaptation model can be encoded into the context vector.
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6.2 Gestural Adaptation

To our knowledge this is the first time that it has been shown that subjects perceive

differences in agent personality during a storytelling task, and that adaptive gestural

behavior during storytelling is positively perceived. We use personal narratives from

web blogs that are rendered dialogically, so that two IVAs co-tell the story. We not only

experiment with adaptation of particular gesture forms, but also go beyond and study

adaptation of gestural parameters involving personality.

In order to show that personalities can be expressed through gesture parameters,

we first perform an experiment where we present story co-telling stimuli between an

introverted agent and an extraverted agent to human participants. Extraverted agents

have higher gesture rate, speed and expanse compared to introverted agents. Our re-

sults show that personalities of agents are perceived as intended. In a second exper-

iment, we vary whether the agents adapt to their dialog partners’ gestures in gesture

rate, speed, expanse, and use of specific gestures. Our results show that participants

prefer storytellings with adaptive agents. We hope our results can provide inspirations

for implementation of gestural adaptation in virtual agents.

6.3 Future Work

Our linguistic adaptation experiment is the first to our knowledge to be based on a

generator that can produce utterances dynamically adapted to the context. For future

work, several aspects of our generator can be improved to enable more experiments on

adaptation: (1) automatic extraction of prime/target features can provide us with more

annotated utterances; (2) a wider range of linguistic features, such as LIWC features,

can enable adaptation beyond words, phrases, and syntactic structures; (3) integration

of learned adaptation models, such as ones learned by DAS, can enable decisions of
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which features to adapt and how much, thus allowing us to test dynamically produced

adaptation in the field. In addition, our exploratory experiment was carried out with

three expert participants from linguistic background, which might introduce bias in ex-

perimental results. In future work, carrying out the exploratory experiment with a much

larger and diverse participant pool (e.g. using Mechanical Turk) is preferred to further

verify the friendliness vs. naturalness results.

Adaptation is the phenomenon that human conversants in dialogs adjust their be-

haviors to their conversational partners. For example, adopting a certain referring ex-

pression or reusing a certain syntactic structure. Theoretically, in order for adaptation to

happen, there must be a non-adapting way of saying the same thing. That is to say, not

all word-copying and syntax-mimicking are adaptation (for example, reusing the word

“the”). However, deciding whether the repetition of a certain linguistic feature is adap-

tation or not is hard without human annotations. As a result, in computation approaches

of measuring linguistic adaptation, previous work has largely used feature repetition as

adaptation. This thesis adopts the same notion, which is one of the limitations of this

work. In future work, we plan to develop methods of recognizing adaptation behaviors

by using rules to exclude words without synonyms (for example, “the” and“you”) and

by machine learning methods to cluster different ways of expressing the same meaning.

Our linguistic adaptation measure Dialog Adaptation Score (DAS) only utilize lin-

guistic features as binary features. It reflects the probability of linguistic features in

prime adapted in target. Thus only the existence of such features are considered. While

most primitive linguistic features have a frequency of 1 in natural dialogs (e.g. unigrams

and bigrams), many higher level features that reflect personal linguistic style, such as

LIWC features, tend to have higher frequencies. In future work, we plan to take into

consideration the frequency of linguistic features.

In addition, the feature set Hedge/Discourse Marker used in measuring adaptation
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is a mixture of hedges and discourse markers, which are fundamentally different in their

functions. Hedges are mitigating words used to lessen the impact of an utterance, such

as “actually” and “somewhat”. Discourse markers are words or phrases that manage

the flow and structure of discourse, such as “you know” and “I mean”. In future work,

we plan to distinguish hedges and discourse markers in modeling adaptation. We also

want to consider backchannels, which are listener responses in a primarily one-way

communication, such as “yes” and “uh-huh”.

In Section 4.2.3 Experiment 3, we compare adaptation behaviors between different

speaker roles. In addition to director/follower and initiator/non-initiator, we plan to

investigate more personal traits. For example, do extraverts adapt more? Do agreeable

people adapt more? Which personality is more likely to adapt? The ArtWalk Corpus

contains personality information of participants, which could potentially help us answer

these questions.

As discussed in Section 4.2.4, adaptation models expressed in DAS vectors can be

integrated in various natural language generation architectures, such as overgenerate

and rank, statistical parameterized language generation, and neural networks. In future

work, we hope to apply models we learn using DAS to natural language generation

systems, such as our own Personage-primed. We leave to future work the question of

which model is the right one for a particular new conversational situation.

Although it might appear obvious that too much adaptation can lead to negative user

impression, more evidence is needed to back up such claim. This can be verifiedwith the

application of DAS vectors in natural language generation systems, where we compare

the generation results with DAS models learned from a human dialog corpora and an

artificial DAS model with high scores. We plan to evaluate using human perceptions

with surveys that compare two versions of generated utterances in terms of naturalness

and friendliness.
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In our gestural adaptation experiments, we only tested one aspect of the Big-Five

personality traits: extraversion. In future work, we aim to test the expression of per-

sonality and adaptivity with different personality combinations, such as agreeableness

and neuroticism. Our ultimate goal is to test dynamically produced gestural adaptation

to human users in virtual agents. In order to achieve that, we need to combine the lat-

est technologies such as user personality recognition, gesture generation, and models

of gesture adaptation. Experimental exploration, such as undertaken here, is crucial

for formulating models of gesture generation that correctly incorporate personality and

adaptation.

Another limitation of the gestural adaptation experiment is that the results simply

show that participants prefer the adapted version of storytelling, where the extraverted

speaker become more extraverted (with more gestures, bigger gesture expanse, and

faster gesture speed). However, it is not clear whether participants prefer virtual agents

who are more extraverted, or prefer virtual agents with adaptation. Future experiments

are needed to test adaptation with more virtual agent personalities in order to verify the

effect of adaptation.
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